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,.': e putpose in conducting.the study;

This h a study of potential future environments for the ttational Aviation

System, The study was directed at constructing five alternative scenarios

describing various conditions which may .exist in theUnited,States from

now to the year,24Q0, and which would be important in shaping demand

for air transportation. Each scenario describes the potential evolution of

various socioeconoinic.conditions, along with a projection of the amount

and 'type of air transportation likely to exist Under those Conditions.

These,scenarios are not. intended as forecasts of future conditions. .Rather

they were constructed in an attempt to describe arange of plausible con

ditions important to the future of air transportation So that those involved

with designing and assessing aviation system policies might have a frame-

work for policy analysis and syhtbesis.

'2; The major Endings, in terms of significant trends aand preliminary ;mi,'

clusions,, that result from looking at the future of aviation in thii

,

manner;

, 3. Key issues highlighted byttheistudyl

. ,
aa

, .' i, / , ,
4 Uncertainties to'l e'explored \ to verify,,prelinunary conclusions, 'to

clarify,the nature and timing:1) Doren! problems, and to cOmple-
. .

Mint the content of the scenarios;.
1

-5.

Data available, at the time the scenarios were being developed were used

in the calculation of trends and levels of 'change in the,economicindices.

Therefore all data after 1973 are estimates rather than ,aptat figures.

'6.

The National Aviation System MASI Ts an aggregate embracing all the .

people, facilities, equipinent, regulations and procedures involved' in the

provision of Air transportation services., Thus it inCludes.militpry aviation

when it enters the civil system, In those few instances where, the term in

cludes aviation manufkctUrers, the context provides clear indication of that

intention.

t

1 4'

The substantive highlights afleach stenario: These datci describe both

the socioeconomic conditions of each world and the National Avk

tion/System that might evolve under those conditions;, and

The major steps' employed to ge. nsiruct the scenarios and accomplish

the various supporting 'analyses,

.1

Tlescope of the Erst effort was limited almost exclusively to the United

States. Very little attention is devoted' to international political, social

and economic conditiorl or to,the evoluticin of international, aviation ender

those conditions. The 'methodology 'is sufficiently 'flexible, however, 'to

permit similar fUture studies to take a global perspective, ,

4
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EXECUTIVE c,SUMM4RY

Purpose

Recent events show that maiyiforces besides technology Will govern future

aviation development. The energy' crisis, environmental concerns, the
s

rise of terrorism, and unprecedented peacetirr inflation are examples of

'Ilse new factors, which, have had profound effects oh aviation in the'

recent past. "What in ext?" is an often repeated question of ourlime,

BeltevMg that only a 'few new phenomena are true surprises, FAA under-

,took this study' to see,what might be in. store both for itself and the avia-

tion community M the last quarter, of the century and to develop a sys-

tematic, repeatable method of conducting this broad planning function.

The study 'achieved broth objectives.' The following sections summarise

the Andings and cOnclusions and describe the approach.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

FAA Concerns

Airspace, Capacity. The upgraded third gerferalion air' traffic control

system will be a necessity at alt large and medium hubs, and, near the

,end of the century, a fourlh generation system may be essential as, well.

These conclusiont5 hold as king as Ft continues'its traditional'policy of

serving' all airspbce users whin they Ant to uselhe system, and when the Aviation Industry

economy maintains arleast;oderate real growth.

\
A;i r? Safety. Aviatio'n will continue to have low accident and fatality

rates:compared to activity' levels, but more accidents and fatalities will

occur per unit of time undermoderate to high growth conditions,

Aircraft Noise. Unless all air carrier aircraft meet the noise standards
A

of FAR Part 36 by the early 1980's, aircraft noise will continue fo be

constraint on the growth of the air transportation system. Newer aircraft

entering the fleet beyond 1980 be required to meet more-stringent

standards, but 'their impact on reducin g overall noise exposure around

airports will not be realiled until the 1990's.

I

Aviation. Energy Consumption. Use of aircraft burning' a nonpetroleum

fuel is highly unlikely. However, improvements in technology will make

aircraft engiries more fuel efficient, and the availability of alternative

'energy sources' for non-transportation use will make petroleum more avail-

able to"aviation. With moderate to high real economic growth, jet.fuel

consumption in 2000 could be 1.5 to 4.5 times highe,r than today.

FAA Institutional' Role. A renewed societal emphasis on free enterprise

and a concomitant policy of ending Federal operating programs could

result in the transfer of the air traffic control functibn to a quasi-govern-

mental corporation.

Airport Capacity/ Major additions, to airport capacity including some

major new air catrier airports and a considerable number of new general

aviation airports will be essential. This finding is valid if FAA continues

its traditional airspace use policy and the eConorny'grows at least mod-

ierately in Teal terms. With very high real'economic growth, a few large;

all-cargo airports could be in operation by the year 2000.

10 3

Revell% Passenger Miles in the year 2000 will total 168405 billion

compared to 131 billion in fiscal Year 1974..

r

revenue Passenger Enplanements in 2000 will total from 272.0 million

to over, Y billion comparedto 208 million in Ts.

.



Cargo Revenue Ton. Miles will grow at least 6 percent per year for the narios, which quantitatively and qualitatively describe a plausible, range of

remainder of the century. alternative futures. Aviation activity forecasts are then developed with

Total Itinerant Aircraft Operations in 2000 will total ,52-322 million

compared to 59 million in FY 1975;

Aircraft In Service. ),Unconventional aircraft such as lighterthanair air-

craft will oot be introduced, However, with moderate to high economic

growth new conventional aircraft such as a 1000. passenger transport,and

150 passenger jet STOt will iorm a small percentage of the air carrier

fleet by the end of the century.

METHODOLOGY

A documented repeatablesystematic methodology was used in preparation

of this study. In .this approach, a plausible range of future values is

forecast 'for b core set of socioeconomic variables. A range of future

values is forecast for other socioeconomic variables giien the projected

valu& of,the core set and the, likely impacts of future events. The alterna

five 'folvIts of thesocioeconomic variables are divided into mutually

consistenT groups and narrative descriptions are prepared, to form* sce-

systematiC application of judgment and partially checked with a com-

puterized model.

Five scenarios were used in this study: limited Growth in which the

Federal Government on behalf of an environmentally conscious society

adopts a limited growth policy consistent with low 'population and GNP

growth; Expansive Growth in which a return'of the free enterprise ethic

and technology create unprecedented prosperity characterized by high

growth in both GNP and. population; Individual Affluence also a highly

prosperous future but a world o1 very strong federal' regulation reflected

in high GNP growth with* loW, population-growth; Muddling Through a

future marked by continued recession, inflation and uncertainty accom-

panied by low GNP but high population growth and Resource Allocation

a future in, which many of today's pressing problems are resolved but

prosperity is less than in Individual Affluence or Expansive Growth, This

'scenario combines moderate GNP growth with low population growth.

e.

The following charts summarize the five scenarios in terms df the key

variables and describe the range of the alternative futures by comparing

seletted variables.



COMPARISON OF -PRESENT AND YEAR 2000 LEVELS OF
KEY VARIABLES IWTHE FIVE SCENARIOS

KEY VARIABLES. 1974 :LIMITE0
GROWTH

MUM ING
THRO

RESOURCE
ALLOCATION

INOIVIOUAL
AFFLUENCE

EXPANSIVE
' GROWTH

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT.

TRILLIONS OF 1973 DOLLARS 1.3 1.9 . 2.1 2.9 4.1 4.3

POPULATION .

mumps OF PEOPLE 212 250 297 . 250 / 250 297

BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY .

OUTPUT/MAN-HOURS INOEX
..

.

(1973 DOLLARS) 112 168 161 250 , t 408 354

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE .

,PERCENT - 5.6 . 6.1 8,6 4.8 4.4 5.0
.

,

COST OF DOMESTIC ;RUDE
OIL/BARREL AT THE WELL

1973 DOLLARS 11)) 8.5 14.0' 8.0 6.0 7.5

OPERATIONS AT TOWERED . -
AIRPORTS (MILLION) ea . ..

AIR CARRIER 12 17 10 17 25 46

GENERAL AVIATION 43 97 .139 105 .154 283

TOTAL OPERATIONS1 57 - 115 52 125 182 ' 333

ENPLANED PASSENGERS
,

..
MILLIONS - 207 406 272 471 788 1,113

..
TOTAL REV E PASSENGER -

MILES (BILLI EAR) 131 259 167 304 .485 597

AIR CARGOTOTAL REVENUE
TON MILES (BILLIONS OF
SONMILES) 3.2 8.3 3.8

.
9 35 65

JET FUEL CONSUMPTION
. /

AIR CARRIER ANO GENERAL
AVIATION (MILLIONS OF
BARRELS) 190 317 158 317

_
517 . 850

.

-1Total Includes Military
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4ROSSNAT1ONAk PRODUCT

...

LIMITED . MUDDLING RESOURCE INDIVIDUAL EXPANSIVE
GROWTH THROUGH ALLOCATION AFFLUENCE .GROWTH
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TOTAL AIR CARRIER OPERATIONS

(AT U.S. TOWERED AIRPORTS)
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SUMMARY: OF MAJOR FINDINGS' BY SCENARIO

AIR CARRIER .

TRENDS.
GENERAL AVIATION

TRENDS

. .

. . FUEL
CONSUMPTION '

t.l.fIC RAFT
TECHNOLOGY

ix x
u+

5 c2c,
_,-0

' Small increase in operations.
- .

No new aircraft introduced.

Enplaned passengers increased
from 208 million (1975) to
406 million. .. ;-oirt

From 72% (1970) to 84% of
operations at towered airports.

.
95% plus of total aircraft.

.

Jet: 65% O_pkrease to 317 mil-
lion bbls/yr. ,

.

Avgas: 115% increase to 27
million bbls/yr.

.
a

.

.

Low R&D activity except for
fuel efficiency.

.

.

. . Stretched versions of existing
aircraft.

co =
E ca
ix c:3
ct cc= ma
mi.-

.

. ,

Decline in operattlifis.
.

High load factors. .5... 4,

Enplaned passengers Inane. sed
from 208 million (19751 to
272 million.

From 72% (T970) to 75% of
operations at towered airports._

Decline in GA opsby4 mil-
honzt '

Jet: 17% decrease 'to 158 mil-
.

Low-R&D activity.

Only minor changes in exist-
ing types of aircraft.

,

.

lion bbls/yr.

Avgas: 23% decrease to 10
million bbls/yr. _ .

-,-

u, r
43c-= <
ci LIca 0 .
Lu .-A
cc -AQ

Small increase in operations.
.

Enplaned passeniers increesed
from 208 million f1975) to'
one-half billion.

..

ftool72% (1970) to 84%of
operations at towered airports.

. s":

95% plus of total aircraft. .
, .

.

Jet: 65% increase to 317 mil;
. lionttabls/yr.. '

Avgas: 115% increase to 28
million.bbls/yr.

.

MOderate R&D activity,
concentrating on fuel
efficiency and noise
reduction, .

.J LIJ<x0 LIJ=> ..,
'4-EiQ

. z cc

100% increase in operations.

.

crEnplaned passengers increased
from 208 million (1975Tto
800 million. .

. d 7

.

STO L and. Super turbojets:

, -

From 72% (1970) to 85% of
operations at towered airports.

,

. 95% plus of total aircraft. .

.
- '

, ..

Jet: 1.69% increaseto.517 mil-
lion bbls/yr.

. .

Avgas: 154% increase to 33
million bbls/yr.

High levels of technology
tempered by environmental
concerns..

.
. Fewer new aircraft than

Scenario.5' ,

u,
> x.:
'13

Gt c,a. cC
X CDw

.11. 300% increase in operations. it; -From 72% (1970) to 85% of
operations at towered airports.

Enplaned passengers increased . .

from 208 million. (1975) to 95% plus of total aircraft.

.
1 billiOn. .

. .

Jet STO I:, Super large, and
SST aircraft.

Jet: 342% increase to 850 mil-
lion bbls/yr. ,

Avgas: 423% increase to 68
million'bbls/yr.

'

Rapid development of new
aircraft.

.

_Heavy emphasis on R &B.

.

*Unless otherwise stated all figures shown are for-the year 2000.

2.
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS! BAY SCENARIO

AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

..

COMPLEMENTARY AND
COMPETING MODES AIR CARGO.

.

AVIATION SAFETY ,'

Om
`.`-'..i 2

UG3rd installation.began in
1985.

NAS rate of growth reduced.

.

Auto intercity travel declines.

Shift from auto divided
. between air, rail and mass

transit. . '

Low growth (less than 3%)
due.to weak economic
conditions.

.

Relatively lbw demand.

- Decline in rites and number
of accidents.

.. .

'I g
ZI =o o
o cc= x

Little change in NAS,froril
1970's.

., .

..
Increased telecommunica-
tions substituted for. travel.

Low growth (+2%) then
decline due to economic
conditions.

.

, Demand less than system
capacity, resulting in

-FeWeivcidents.

z
t2 0 .

il-= <
o c)
c3 as
cc 1<

UG3rd in 1985.

. 4thgeneration ground-
based ATCS by 2000.

% .. ,

Auto intercity travel declines.

High sp undintercity
transit.

..

.

. ModeratagrowtLA%).
.

,

_ -

Relatively low rate of increase
in demand, and _

Incriased use of tecttnology in
NAS;results in,

Decline in rates and number of
accidents.

114J
< c''
E. T,..=
E>

..1 /

z ut
/

L< .

UG3rd by 1980..

4th generationiground-
based ATCS by 1990.

.
,

.

.
Auto retains major role.

, -
High speed grountlintercity
transit. :.--

.. High groirth (+9%).

v. Alkargo flights increased.

, .

Technological and procedural
advances, but

.

No decline in numbers of 1

accidents, because of

Heavy increase in aviation
activity.

.

d>1 x
13'

< 0
x o
L A,

P

Automated air ased ATCS
by 1990.

Auto retains major role,
.

High speed ground intercity
transit. -

. ti ,

Very tlifigrciiiith (+12%).
.

AN airgi)Inirpnrts in 1990%.

.

Improved technology an
opepting procedures. `.r

Number of accidents and
fatalities do not decline'
because of high demand..

Unless otherwise stated all figures:shown are for the year 2000.-

ti
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Air Carrier Trends

The number'of. air carrier operations at air arts, with FAt control towers(

reflects the level of air passenger ,deman and the types of aircraft in

use. These. factott, in turn, are influence by general economic -cOndi.

tions aid activities. Thus, the trend of air 'order growth has been,cl,osely,

correlated with the growth in GNP ,and p pulation.' ,

. I. o

The future trends of air carrier operations will continue to be influenced

by socioeconomic conditions. tHowever, recent developments indicate

that in the future, air carrier operationi,alay also, be affected to,a large

extent by concern for environmental effects, subsidies from, government

for' Competing modes in short-haul markets, and other g&ernrrental

Policiesimed at fuel conservation and efficiency

I

Presented below ire the conclusions thiollave been drawn from the study*

on future air carrier trends.

Air Carrier Activity Demand: Under the two extreme future economic

ditions, high and low growth, the 'number of enplaned passengers is

ed to grow from 1975 to 2000 at annual 'rates ranging from

.9 rcent to 6.7 percent, compared 'to the 1975 total of 208 million

pass gers,,:,these growth rates to 2000 would range from 271. million

passen under difficult economicl conditions to More than 1.1 billion

passengers under, expansive economic conditions. The corresponding/ changes in' air carrier operations ltakeoff or landing)' dt towered airports

would likely, range from an average' anuual rate of .9 percent to 5:2

percent. Compared to the 1975 Level of 12.8 million air carrier opera-

tions, these rates would result in from 10 million operations to 46 million

operations in the year 2000.

The negative growth rate under low-growth conditions reflects several

causes, As economic conditions deteriorate, reflecting fueyand material

shOrtages, disposable income declines and at the same time airline

23

fi

operating costs and other prices would be rising. In addition, regulations

in the interest of.fuel conservation and, air carrier profits Would likely

'Inose more restrictionson lair carrier activities. As a result, airline load .,

factors would' be expectid to rise at the expense of service levels and

frequency of flights with virtually no new aircraft introduction,

New Aircraft; Under steady aid growing economic conditions. where

GNP and GNP per capita are expected to grow at annual rates of 2.4

percent or higher,'-new aircraft such as STOL and super wide-body air-

craft are anticipated- to be introduced sometime after.1985. These air-

craft would meet special nee& of various mar ets and thus be more

economical to operate.. However,' only with high growth is the SST

expected to enter the domestic fleet. 1f4'.

Stage Length: Air carriers are ,anticipated,oto' serve as the domino&

long -haul travel' mode undetelyed by any modal competition. For the

ishort-haul' markets,' however, high speed ground' transportation (HSGTI

modes, are anticipated to serve competitively. The relatively fuel efficient

HSGT are expected 'to -be developed especially in densely populated

and industrialized coryid'ors,-clucto growing environmental concerns and

. ,conscious fuel conservation efforts. As a result, the average stage length

of air travelers is expeeted 'to increase' while: short-haul markets would

be gradually penetrated by HSGT. '

1.3

General Aviation Trends

Generalaviation is now and will continue to be a -major operational

component of the aviation community. This statement holds regardless

of a wide range of socioeconomic conditions and governmental policies.

The GA Fleet' General aviation aircraft constitute' 98 percent, of all

aircraft in use today and, in FY 1975, 98 percent of civil aircraft produced

were for general aviation, In all socioeconomic conditions considered

24



the GA fleet will continue to'repreient over 95. percent of all active air. Major .en'ergy technological breakthroughs, are not anticipated before

craft and the general aviation aircraft produced will remain above 90 1985. The energy4sitvotions assumed, correlate closely with levels and

*cent of total civil aircraft production, , growth patterns of GNP and other socioeconomic variables, and thus

projected' National Aviation System achMty,

GA Operations: In the' operations area, 'GA .presently accounts for 75,

percent of total operations at FAA towered airports. Even with pess'' For the next 25 years, all aircraft are expected to burn petroleum based

mistii future socioeconomic conditions GA is forecast to remai at jet fuel and aviation gas' with no apparent substitute fuel such 'as

level, In favorable economic 'conditions, GA grows to where it

for between 83 qnd 85 percent of all tower ,operations.

hydrogen.

o .

'The total amount of aviation, fuel consumption would reach over 900

All :forecasts call for increasing sophistication in. GA avionics and this

will, result in a *effort where general aviation will comprise. over 50

percent, of all instrument operations as opposed to the 'present level

41' percent, This percentage; could be greater than 50 percent if nevi.'

potion systems develop that would permit instrumenfoperations at airports

'vrithout fbe ne,ssity lfor major capital investment et the 'partictilar loca

flan,, i.e., some form of global positioning syStern.

. .

To summarize,°rile, general aviation will 'be the major FAA ,workload factor

,;. and the primary factor in rsIp4m expansion througheut.the remainder of

twentieth rcentury,

Fuel

The future trends of fuel dvailabilily and corresponding fuel ,prices are

expected to be among 'the major determinants of aviation activity and
,

growth. patterns, Crude ;projections or 2000 (in 1973 dollars)

range from $6 per barrel in ti optimistic economy toil 4 Per barrel

in a very slow economy, ge of price levels reflects the degree

and extent to which the nati Id achieve energy self sufficiency by

technological innovations and'inergy conservation efforts. .

,,,

million barrels for the expansive economy, while fuel consumption is

expected to decline in the low growth economy where 'the number of

air carrier operations .would as a result of the high price of oil

and governmental regulations aimed at increasing the aviation system

load factors to reduce flight frequency,

Due to environmental concerns and energy saying efforts, existing air

daft engines are anticipated to be improved for fuel'efticiency and noise

reduction. It is also expected that airlines will operate more economically,

by serving specific market areas with especially suited and costeffiiient

aircraft.

As a result of fuel conservation efforts, the trend will 'be toward more

investments in relatively fuel efficient shorthaul ground transportation

systems, in densely populated major transportation: corridors.

In the long run, the prospect of petroleum supply, and fuel prices domestic

'or imported, cannot be viewed with certainty. Fuel consumption pat.

terms, coal liquefaction technology, energy R &b, 'and fuel conservation

effortsin,the future. will have yeat influence in shaping and determining

the growth pattern and economic structure of the aviation industry and

communities.

14 :



In the two very. ONO scenarios; technology solves the energy crisis with

the following developments: solar energy, 'gasification of coal at thi

mine, geotherMal: energy and production'. of oil from shale' These

advances cause an actual dedineiin.the price`of Crude of and make the

surly of jet fueldnd aviation gasoline large enough to satisfy enormous

growth dement for air transportation, These two affluent scenarios

also include the introduction of advanced air traffic control systems

air 'based air traffic' control under Exppnsive Growth, anda fourth. gener

cition,,gioubd.based, system ender Individual Affluence; ,This,implies that

'high .sustained economic growth will 'accelerate the present trends of

revolutionary InCreases in data processing system 'performance and de. '

creases in system cost and hasten 'the application this' advanced

technologY to aviation. lindei Expansive Growth,, an SST and 0 1,000

passenger transport constitute small percentagei of the air carrier fleet

by 1000, and a new 150 passenger jet 5701 accounts for over 10 percent.

Ulder Individual Affluence, the extralarge transport and jet STOL form

sill percentages of the fleet by 2000. Thus, the ability to produce

abundant conventional aviation fuel at moderate prices would appear, to

cause abandonment of Current attempts to develop unconventional aircraft

such as lighterthanair vehicles and new types ohotorcraft.

Technology has a much weaker effect on aviation in the Muddling Through

and Limited Growth Scenarios. Neither scenario includes new models

of conventional aircraft or unconventional aircraft' systems.

'Would create an increasingly favorable' climaie for developments in comb

puter and video communications now being used experimentally.'

w.

Complementary and Competing kodes

The degree to 'which the automobile has dominated domestic' ftlel may

be challenged; but 'aviation "would not necessarily kenAt in proportion

to the decline in, growth of automotive. travel. In the limited Gro;th

scenario, automobile ridership declines because of high gasoline cost

and greatly reduced highway. construction: Also, the dec'reasing size of

the automobile limits its comfort for. intercity trove HOWever,, lost auto.

mobile ridership is' diverted to public mass transit and 'intercity rail

transportation as well as aviation. The Resource Allocation :Scenario also

include, decreased use of the automobile and diversion of some pas

sellers to IntracOrridor high speed ground transportation. In the

Muddling ThioUgh scenario, telecommunications substitutes for many tripi.

The relative position of the automobile in the two ,affluent scenarios is

no worse than it is. today, perhaps veil better, especieilly following intro-

duction of the electric automobile' in the late 1 990's.'' The implication

here is that a return 'to' high, real, sustained, economic growth will be

required to preserve the automobile's traditional dominance of American

passenger transportatio'n. Otherwise the present trends adversely affect-

jng the relative position of automoble traveldecreased comfort, increased

costs, and decreased average trip speed --will continue.

A new highlspeed ground mode would compete with aviation under '

conditions of sustained moderate to hig economic growth. This develop-i
ment is envisioned in the Resource All ation, 'Individual Affluence, and

Expansive Growth scenarios. L

The limited Growth Scenario includes the full upgraded third generation

air traffic control system after 1985, and Muddling Through has some

elements of that system. Both these scenarios envision more substitution

of telecommunications for air trarl..,Thjs implies that changes in societal

.values in favor of environmental preservation and/or economic security

15

High fuel prices and government subiidizationwould strengthen cenven-

tional intercity rail travel vis.a'vis aviation in the Limited Growth and

.uddling Through.scenarios.
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Airport 'access is very likely' to be enhanced with further development ordinary air cargo and significantly more allcargo flights should provide

of urban, transit systems or as an offshoot: of unconventional high.speed , space 'for carriage of very heavy outsized freight.

ground' transportation. 1

A pasienger's trip may well be faCilitated through development of inter-

modal ticketing and remote air passenger terminals,

Air targo

Air cargo will still be second in importance to passenger transportation

at the turn of the century, Linder Ex'pansWe Srowth, air cargo in 200,0

would be 20-25 timei greater by weight than today, but over half of

it would still.be carried on 'passenger flights. In the other scenarios, the

,year 2000 proportion of air freight carried on. passenger flights would,

range from 6545 percent compared with about 75 percent today.

Under any but the worst foreseeable economic conditions, air cargo

Will experience substantial growth for the remainder of the century. The

annual increase in revenue, ton miles will not be less than 6 percentand

file:minimum annual 91owth'in air cargo tonnage' should be less than 4

percent.

By the end 'of the,century, shippers probably will no' longer consider

the price of ,air taro' and the lack, of iminediately available space to be

burdensome. , The cos( of air shipments will be at least 16 percent higher

than today,' but the increases in the praportion of periihable and exotic

commodities to the total of freight carried will give air freight a greater

tompethive advantage..tan it has' today. The very high growth' in

scheduled passenger service will provide, plenty of additional space for

By the-turn of the century, a small number of allcargo airports could be.

I operation. With high sustained real economic grOwth, the growth in

'air cargo could be so great that air cargo: will contribute significcintly

to both airside and landiide congestion at major hub airports. This con.

:dition would cause development 'of the necesiary, political aiipport for

a shift of all-cargo, flights to totally new airporti-or abandoned military

airfields in outlying areas, In 'size, these airfields' would' be comparable,

to toclay's.ldrge, air carrier airports. In addition, thes4irports would

have truck terminal and access facilities 'of' unprecedented scale and

sophistication; including access highways built at least to present inter-

state standards, a s'oPhistiCated truck dispatching system, a complex truck

routing system within th'e a'port Perimeter, and advanced means of security'

checks.
' "'4

Aviation Safety'.

During theyears X9,7.0-1974, the United States aviation system averaged

247 air carrier fatalities per year, 49 air carrier, accident's, encl 4,472

general Aviation 'accidents, In' the year /000 with no, improvements in

the respective rates,.the potential growth in aviation activity could 'result

in from, 300 to 700 air Carder fatalities, with 60 to 160 air carrier

accidents a'nd 'from 10,000 to 30,000 general aviation accidents. The

exception to this pattern; of course, would occur under declining economic

conditions, when aviation activity would also decline.

These potential impacts of growth suggest that FAA programs in safety

research, education, and regulation will have to be increased in order

to sustain the long;term decline in accident rates.
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SUMMARY OF ISSUES BY SCENARIO
Relative Impacts on the National Aviation System

SCENARIOS
ISSUES

LIMITED .

.GROWTH
MUDDLING
THROUGH

"RESOURCE
ALLOCATION

INDIVIDUAL
AFFLUENCE

EXPANSIVE,
GROWTH

e FAA PRODUCTIVITY

AIRPORT CAPACITY

AVIATION SAFETY

AIRCRAFT NOISE

.

Major potential impact.

KEY 0 7 Moderate poiential impact.

Minor'Or no potential impact'
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FAA PRODUCTIVITY

The Administration hos as its prime, responsibilities the

regulation of air commerce ,rote its development and safety, and

'the operation-of the air traffic.control system net consistent with

those objectives. In 'meeting its statutory responsibilitiesrthe a! -s

a parallel concern that its activities .be conducted' so as to use ,the

resources provided tolt in an efficient manner, One measure of effittient

resource utilization is the number of employees (input) needed to provide

. a given. level of splice, (output); e.g., annual ,aircraft handled, instru-.

ment operations, ',flight services provided.. In comparing these input.,

output indices. we 'find that while the. ontput. (aviation activity) increased

at sin annual 'rate of eight percent over the lait 'decade, FAA staffing

only increased °tan:annual rate of three percent. This increase in'work..,

forte efficiency or 'Productiiity is largely attributable to the impact of

increased technology io air traffic cantrol.

and numbers of people involved Will be very large, and therefore, the

cost of error will be high. It will. be difficult just to, gain an accurate

assessment of needs and to develop effective, optimizing decision criteria

to ensure that the air traffic control system complements aviation demand

in both size and sophistication and to determine the efficient input mix

of people and technology. However, given that capability,?decisions

be hard to make and,implement because of a. number of chang-

ing factors.,

The scenarios depict a brtoiad range of aviation activity in the' future.

Since only the bottom of the range envisions a decline in activity, it is

apparent that from present perceptions the realm of 'plausibility has a

strong bias *aid growth. At the hazard of oversimplification, we could

say'that growth. in the middle ranges presents a relatively straightforward

challenge. It is largely a matte of numliers, more aircraft and more

activity.; And the answer would seem about as straightforwardprovide

more efficient tools for the people operating the system, High rates of

growth however, present a more complex challenge. The numbers are

even bigger; and the variety of aircraft with differing Opeiational require-

ments increases with the more rapid pace of technological advance. Thus,

to keep 'the air traffic control' system and the airports abreast of the

numbers and technology of civil aircraft; the tools will have to be both

more 'efficient and more sophisticated, perhaps even 'to the paint of re-

. quiring a totally different concept of air traffic control.

Thus, thechallenges of growth over the next 25 years will requise `very

careful planning with a total-system perspectiie: The amounts of Money,

q

1'. There is no evidence in any of the future. scenariosiirfutur on,,

tions ,will retard the current trends that are increasing the' account:

ability and visibility, of the Federal manager. These trends are

discernible in the increasing frequency and effectiveness of private-

citizen and interestgroup participation in public decision making and

public prOgrani review. Among the factors involted are:.the' spread

of modern decision theory; .availability of high-powered computing

devices; and the w rk of large professional staffs in such public

interest organizations as COmmon Caqse, and the various consumer

environment and cons ation groups. Of primary importance, are

the modern news media, which' can .turn 'any event into a national

concern in 'a 'matter of hours. Thus, we can expect that the decision

proceis in the future will involve more specialinterest views and the

review and Oversight function will be practiced by an increasing

number of diverse interests; This will protraCt and complicate the

process and add another challenge to' the decision makerto find a

° way-to come out of the process with a coherent sense of direction.

2. The eleMents of investment decisions'are changing. In recent decades,

inflation has had its heaviest impact on current operating costs

through salaries and, related benefits, ;Thus, technology was seen

to offer, among "other advantages, more stable operating, costs over

time, However, threnergy. crisis is changing .the formula, making

energy cost a stronger and, more volatile faint.. This implies that

new tradeoffs will have to be examined and perhaps new argu9tents

- will have to be developed to counter the JraditionakulesofNumb

applied to Federal budget request's.
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In summary, it appears that,twith continued growth,, tile road to 'mins-

ing productivity., is going 'to be difficult .to find and equally difficult to

travel. 011

CAPACITY

The bask issue of aviation syitem capacity is related to the, demand for

terminal services. The en route sector of the NAS should impose minimum

restrictions on aviation growth regardless of socioeconomic conditions.

This does not imply that high growth rates will not create en route capacity

problems. It do's indicate that the .problems Ate seen to be solvable in

a cost /effective range.

a, empting to meet all demand;

P.

Meeting demand within a selected benefit /cost, or costeffective range,

Terminal Abide Capacity Proislems: The demand for terminal capacity

developments under 'varying, scenarios presents a very complex picture.

If times are tough, in the mid1930's sense, there would be excess capacity

throughout the system by 1985. This would involve the problem of reduc-.

ing expenditures and service in. a manner .that best meets the reduced

c. Setting an arbitrary limit on demand relponse.

The last item- lc) ,above could involve the establishmint of policies m

discourage or redistribute demand. This could include the' imposition of

absolitte quotas or the exclusion of selected 'daises of aircraft or cote-

godes of aviation,

1

At the other end of the economic spectrum, aviation could be faced with

a demand which would strain the, most expansive of economic environ-

meld Under' these most optimistic conditions the NAS would require

numerous major 'airports,,:fourth generation ATC iyitem,implementation,

large ST01. aircraft and the supporting terminal 'focilities, One thousand

passenger 'air carrier transport and a scheduling system that would mini-
.

mile peakhour problems at airdorts while ensuring high load factors per

aircraft. ' to:

Still, noise has resulted in airport curfews and, as a result,, some airports

lie unused for one-third of the availabh time, while the system lacks

airport capacity and suffeis from severe. peaking problems. Many air-

craft' in use today exceed PAR .36 standards and theAurst. n of noise

retrofit is unanswered. In acquiring land for new airports or pansion

of existing airports additional acreage is required for 'noise buffer put-

poses and acreage is dollars.

The aviation community Must dos something to control noise at the source

an ensure aratversimoisrlevelsoreiontainedwithincertainlandL

areas if aviation is to meet future demand.,

Unused Capacity:, Another' issue involved with capacity is the devip

ment of techniques to utiliie existing.capacity. Some ourmajor

that contribute' heavily to nation I delay have an unused capacity from

10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. The empty runways and empty air airier
/

seats are riot available to relieve our pressing capacity problems:

The high and low' extremes of demand bring sharp focus on the basic SAFETY

terminal' capacity issue., This is the question of the extent to which the r

system should respond to demand. Response caktange from Two Major safety, issues faCe aviation fir the,,du,ration of the century:t.,

. e
.,;\ kr'.
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Will safety standards of general aviation approach thoie now

followed by air carriers?

Will marines be taken to increase the pri;bability of pasnger and

flight crew survival of a crash?

Aviation will continue to be a safe transportation mode. Fatality and
°

accident rotes will'reniain' low, but the growth in activity will force up
.

fatalitiel:and accidents to much higher levelfuniesi stronger or additional

safety; Plogianic are instituted.and research, provides ways to focus on

and 'resolve persistent causes. Studies show that many air carrier fatalities

could. be, prevented, if aircraft interiors were less flammable and if air

craft to,were easier. evacuate. Measures to. increase the survivability of

an; air carrier. accident will be costly, especially if retiofit of existing

transpOrt aircraft is involved, and they might involve additional restric-

tions on the passenger. Necessary technology and tdleIrtlkare,avail.

able to solve Some 'Of the problems.' The itiCky problemili!ill,be public

acceptance, cost and speed of implement0 idn.
.' ,,

General, avjatiqn' accounts for most aviation related fatalities and acci
,

dents, although air canter safety' problems receive the publicity. This

-
will not change in thek'n!nrnedrate future, but as the absolute numbers

*III I'1' 1'1':4 III III l;1' 1 1 1 'I

general aviation safety. ,Both regulatory andlonreltatory approaches

should Ipossible, n any event, proposals for stronger general avia

Lion safety measures are certain to be' coitlytnd contrviersial, especially

stricter pilot certification and avionicsreqpirements,
r

NOISE

The noise issue has Been 'highlighted recently by the governmental' deci.

sici'to allow the Concorde Jo operate...at tallei and Kennedy for a trial

peridl with a specified :number of daily flights. ''Tife.reacZiOns personat,

and political, have emphasized the imporianietfthe noise problem to

future expansion of the aviation industry, both teihnically,and:iphysic011y,

A prime reqnitiment for system expansion construction 'Of new

airports or the eipansiori'of existing facilBies. In tivrea the 'problem

of environmental impCict'qrirnbrili noise) is almost t ti.the question
I

cli,where do we get .the money. National attitudes helve reached the

point where plans for xogstrf ition of a major airport are ,viewed by a

portion of-the population as t:threat to the general welfare. .

In this situation, aircraft mile is a prime FAA issue. liederal Aviation

I.IGA /II Ille I.'S '11106,1 III ISSI

'stringent safety measures. ieayjbe required to accelerate improvement' in this regulation are under" consideration.
. ,
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Fuel and Materials Shortages.

The interdependent economies of ,the United States, Canada, Japan and

Western., European countries remain vulnerable to OPEC oil embargoes.

They are also vulnerable to embargoes of exports of raw materials which

other cartels of resource exporting nations' might impose. Moreover,, by

the tern of the century, proven reserves of many minerals will be' nearly

depleted. However, the developed nations generally recognize the

long-run material scarcity problem and have begun policies and pro-

grams to make themselves' more selfsufficient. They have the technical

capability to find. additional mineral deposits,'substitutes for primary raw.

materials, and economically feasible means of recyclirig: They also have''..

the organizational ability to enforce conservation measures; Ultimatelyi, 7,',

they also could ensure continued availability of Such impacti through:

economic and political means. .

one hand and capital fund availability or financial market conditions on

the other. Expeeditures 'on new plant and equipment averaged about 2

billion dollars, per year fortte air transportation industry for the past 3

years. The future caeital fund requirements would also depend on the

types of aircraft that airdaft manufacturers would be producing, and on

the optimum level of future fleet requirements.
.

In ,the recent past, airlines' operatilig.:Cbsts 464 increased 'at a fester

rate than revenues, often resulting in financial lossei to many airlines.

FUture airline profit levels are highly uncertain.

All of the measures required to prevent future fuels and materials shortages

are likely, to be unpopular with one or more interest groups in the de-

veloped nations. Whether the developed countries acting together or

seOrately can muster the will to accept these unpepulars.m4Ures is

uncertain at this time as is the recourse they might take if' theifind such

measures insufferable. .:16P

r.

Capital Funds

Capital expenditure's fluctuate year by year in more volatile fashion than

other indicators of ..secieetonomic conditions, such as GNP' and popula-

tion. Investment...C.110: aant and equipment varies not only with future

expected returns' on the investment' but also with capitol stock deprecia
,

tion and nei'teslytolo9icel innovations which,make existing stock tech-

nically pbsditte.:,.., ;

Air transportation industry capital expenditures in particular are deter-

mined by anticipefed future economic conditions and profit pich ryes on

4 0

'.'There are also uncertainties about future financial market conditions and

financial' support by Federal, state and local governments/ which also

affect ,the overall aviation industry investment programs. The future

course of aviation activities' will certainly be influenced by how much and

when facilities and equipment cod be provided.

23
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Market interest rate structure, levels of retained earnings, which-COUiitbe

used' for internal financing, the amount of Federal subsidies, regulatory

reform and profit levels of Alines and airport Operators will all play

importer( toles.

4

Lifestyle

Currentifestyle trends all seem to be conducive to more travel by air.

For kaMPle, the women's liberation movement is encouraging wamen.to

have feWer children cod to work. This provides more discretionariinceme

for pleasure travel.by air. Fostponement of marriage and postpoement

of children after marriage ensure that more young adults licive time and

money available for air travel to recreational areas such asihe Caribbean

Islands and Western European ski resorts.,,

4



Other trends are favorable to increased air travel. For example, freer

availability af charteriares will make air pleasure travel more economical.

New, areas, which Americans traditionally have not visited such as.

Micronesia and Africa will become' 'tourist meccas. The increased

. life spa\ n 'should promote air travel Older Americans will continue to

migrate to retire nt communities and tai more moderate climes. Theie

ill be air travel' ociated both with change of residence and visits by

relatives,. The trends discussed. above, however, are not immutable. In-

creased sophistication of telkommunicationt might provide an acceptable

substitute for travel. .The "new ruralism"movement of a relatively small

number of middle class youngpeople to the country in recent yearsniay

accelerate. This could result in strong valUe being placed on staying at

home. Moreover, larger familities could again become an American norm,

especially if 'anti-abortion legislation passes and/or nursing home care of

the elderly is no. longer available at acceptable prices. Family enlarge.

ment could sharply reduce demand for air pleasure travel because of the

concomitant reduction in discretionary income.

.4Special Interest" Role in Public Decisions

In recent years the Congress has formalized the right of the public to

have a voice in administrative decisions of the Executive Branch through

the provisions of the Administrative Procedures 'Act, the National Environ-

. mental Policy Act and 'oiler laws. Asa result, there is a trend for the,

organized segments of the public sometimes known as "special interest"

groups to play a larger role in the formation of policy decisions by the

government.

".

The FAA has a formal rulemaking process that permits all interested

parties to be heard before new non-emergencyy regulations are issued.

Yet, present relationships are not fixed; changes in our social and eco

\nomic environment could cause the public's voice to be muffled or, vice"

versa, other circumstances could have the opposite effect. For instance,

in Scenario (2) as 'the country struggles to gain control of a depressed

economy, the relative influence of interest groups may be small can- pared

42

to that of big gavernment. Alterhatively, if, the conditions of Scenario (31

should come to pass, interest groups that are attuned to a concern far

the environment may be accorded a more important role in the work-

ings of government.

24

The FAA's statutory obligations have been broadened in recent years to

include along with its initial responsibilities concern for such areas as en-

vironmental impact, carriage of elderly and handicapped passengers and

security of air transportation from hijackings and bombings. Yet the

balance of influence can shift, given the right, conditions. High uncer-

tainty lies in the exact factors involved, their influence, and the predict-

ability of their occurrence.

Role of Govemment

The alternative' futures postulated by this study describe a variable role

for' government which is a function of the socioeconomic circumstances

of each scenario. For instance, in Scenario. IS), which describes a utopia

of plentiful resources and a booming economy, there is a diminution 'of

government's role. Governmental economic influence is displaced by a

revitaliied, unregulated private sector. The FAA's responsibility for man-

agernent of the National Air Trafk Control System is turned over to a

quasi-public corporation.

At the other end' of the spectrum is Scenario (4), which describes a future

of Individual Aftluence, but with a government that is large and pervasive.

Every aspect of the country's economic life is tightly and,,effectively con-

trolled by government.

between these extremes we find Scenario (3) in which government plays a

central but limited role in the allocation of resources. Governmental in-

fluence would undergo a moderate increase from present levels, if this

world were to be realized.
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The role of government as set out in the scenlrios or in' the real world

cannot a define The given societal and economic relationships do to

some extent deterriine the role of government; but there are other forCes

which are 'nebulous and abstract in .concept but which ire none.the less

still powerfulinfluences in this role definition.

Limitations imposed by the study methodology would not permit all of

the possible forces to be brought into the scenario calculus.when struc

luring the relationships within the several alternative worlds.: The reader

44
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should keep in mind that identical socioeconomi ctors and a different

unprecedented event ould result in a decidedly different role for govern.

ment. Such major influences as a sudden shift in the political climate; a

resurgence of religioui influence in this country, with a dramatic change

in lifestyles; an international crisis; or a natural disaster that decimated

the population of one of our metropolitan areasany one of these events

sh,a,pe the future form and role of government. The role of govern

rnent is a dependent variable influenced by uncertain circumstances. For

this reason the extent of governmental influence in thrscenarios should be

taken as a given variable which is subject to change as any number of

other factors vary,

0
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THE "SCENARIO" AS AN ANALYTICAL TOOL

The dictionary definition of a scenario is "an outline or synopsis of a plop'

esp.: 'a plot outline used by actorst,.. ." Unlike most words borrowed

: from the iargon'of a remote' art,;,scenario retains its central meaning in

the present use. The five condensed scenarios that follow are 'synapses

or, better, plot outlines of alteniative paths that our'econamy might follow.

. toward the turn of the Century, A scenariois a description of trends and

events that describe a situation that might evolve. It is not a prediction

of what.will be. Rather, it is a picture of what might be Howeyer, to

say 'that a scenario deicribes something that might be is not to suggest

that it is the product of.whimsy...The scenarios that follow were developed

to serve as tools for policy analysis. ;coward that end they were de;.

Veloped through a systematic process to meet three criteria: they must be

pristible, plausible, and internally consistent. Without these qualities the

scenarios would provide neither reason nor substance for analysis.
r ,

. I
'70

In general, the term "scenario" has been used in two different ways.

First, it is used to describe a "snapshot in time" of conditions of im..

portant variables at some particular instant in the future. In the second

concept, the term scenario desCrikeia future' history, that is, the narrative

desCribes a process of evolutionIrant present conditions to the time of.

interest. The farmer approach might bethought of as "cross.sectional"

and the latter as "longitudinal:" The latter approach was selected or

the current St ikly because the longitudinal ,approach can reflect ca6sal

relationshipshow event "A" led to event "B." For policy analysis, the

evolutionary paths themselves are often the central concern, for effective

policy treats cause, not effect, and the implementation of effective policy

can 'act to divert those paths toward desired ends.

The purpose of such a study Vo'.redie the uttcertainty 'of iitAre.

t. Yet the 'a' ssertion that a scendrio is notiiiprediction ii.orks;ackngitiiii. .',,.,rpoclel.would be an overwhelming task. But in a simplified scenario with..0
ment of uncertainty. In this study the problem of unclItsunty is dialt:!:ler;anly 18 socioeconomic variables, acmmodation of the forces of change
with through the constrUctiori of a family of scenarios which illistrtate tlie:ii.t. Mes quite manageable. Whether or not the events are explicitly..,

, , -:::
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consequences of differing initial assumptions cover the range of pos.

sible outcomes, i.e,, covering all options. A'family of scenarios is said

to describe a "scenario space," that is, a range of alternative futures.

Te family presented here was determined by the desire to test the limits

o the plausible scenario space by examining the conditions resulting

from high growth' and low growth along No dimensions critical to the

demand for 'air transportation, Gross National Product and, population. ,

This provided set of four combinations of initial assumptions:low poOu .

lotion with high GNP vs. low population with low GNP and high popula.

tion with high GNP vs. high population with low GNP. While' these sets

of assumptions did result in four discrete evolutionary paths that 'are quite

distinguishable, one from the other, the initial assumptions established a

bias toward.the upper and lower limits of the scenario space, leaving the

middle of the scenario 'space unoccupied. This was covered by a fifth

scenario based on moderate GNP growth and low population growth.

To the practiced forecaster' discussed to this point can 'be

accomplished by' varying the, inputs to an econometric model. The model,

would then generate alternative evolutionary paths complemented

long array, of detailed indicators. Although this can be done, itis not

a satisfactory treatment of the, future, for the relationships ,among vari.

ables, at any point in time along any evolutionary path, will be the same

as they are today, since these or:, the relationships specified in the model. '

That contradicts the one thing we know about the future, that it will be

different.

t

Since, hisfon Ily, the forces of change are usually considered in terms

of an event which could be a discrete phenomenon or tlie culmination of

a trend, th ,method used to develop these scenarios includes a technique

for incorporating the impact of predicted future 'events on the iaclables

that provide the basic structure of the scenarios. The opplicatrolt this

technique to all of the variables generated by an economic forecasting

47
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discussed in ,the: narrative scenario, they become part of the analysts'

understanding. of the content and capability of the world from point to

point ,along.the depicted continuum.

Thus, scenarios are analytical tools, not predictions. They provide a
. ,

means whereby the analyst can hedge against the uncertainty surrounding:

our one eventual future, by considering a variety' of alternative future

48

conditions and events, from the extreme to the commonplace and pre

paring a response to all the possible eventualities.

Turning to the scenario summaries, which follow, it is helpful to keep in

mind that they were written as narrative histories and are understood

best if viewed as if they were being recalled at some point in time beyond

the year 2000.

27
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,

.LIMITED GROWTH' SCENARIO. (11

. ,

;.,This possible evolutiOn Of our society is thdracterized by low growth in

'both Gross National Product and population. following the energy crisis

of the ecirlt.1970's; a series of 'related problenis developed; a ihOrtage

of criticat',uta4rials, increasing prices-,...)imitations of c'apital; all leading

to 'general. 4nornic instability, ThOe0ering ills seemed to validate

claims by adherents to;.The.Limits;fo Growth philosophy, that gray/ is

intrinsically wrong and tITatriiretonomies; of alt. develoPediourdries

ultimately have to itabilite, General acceptance of the "deliberate

limitation of growth as the only logical recourse led to the adoption of

government and industrial policies and, personal life style:s that in terms :

0
of official control and personal constraint would have seemed impossible,

it
even laughable in 1970. ,,

lodokatmic Conditions

phy, Economic, uncertainties; coupled with government pro-.
. .

Ons..to limit population growth, maintained the low birth rate during

the1980's and '197p.Ot about the bevel experienced in the,earryi970's,

The pOpulation 'reached about, 229 million by the year 1985, and 250

million by the year 2000, up frOin 208 million in .1971 By 2000, 80

'Percent of the population was over the. age of 15, compared to about

74 percent in 1974. The, urban environment becanie one of high popula-,

tion density. 1By the year. 2000, due to encouragement by the government

through its assistance to the cities, 9Q percent of ikpOpulation lived' in

metropolitan arias, compared with'll percent in 1#70.. For the South

and West, the percentage of people living in metropolitan ii4increased

:.!almost to levels achieved by the Northeast and North Centrcirregios of

the countwopproaching 85 to 90 'percent by the year 2000.

Economic Conditions, .' In the late 1970's, conflicts among.' important

interest groups about resource allocation prothiced rapid price.increases,

a decline in industrial productivity,anda general anxiety Which' iesulted

insignificant deterioration of the entire economy. The high cost Of energy,

NM
=i 9.1

1955' 19$ 1965' 1970 1975 1980 1985 1991 1995 2000

..ccupld Oithe continued threat. of oil embargoes, W co a national.

energy rationing program.: Stockpiles of critical miterials were built and

the' Office of Resource Distribution was established to, implement rationing
P

programs; During the 1980's. the government accepted the:nation that a,

stable economy was a :desirable state of affairs ;and, in the 1,990's,

moved to attain that state, Annual GNP growth slowed, to leis than 2 ''' .

percent per year from 1980. until the end 'of the Century, In the1990's,;

GNP growth was only 1 perork, annually due to the decrease. in popula

tion groWth and to the canitriAi; n resource ''usage brought:about Ini:',, ''.1;

high energy costs and changS, Ye estyles.. Business productivity las an q.

index of output per man,hourlowed only a slight increase, rising by .

about 50 percent from- the 1972 level. While the disparity in"income

between the highest and lowest sectors in the country diminished, competi
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tion for jobs was relatively stiff and many young people; concerned about

job and income security, were absorbed with work rather than fringe

'benefits. Society placed emphasis on fingicial;security for the increas

inglylarger percentage of elderly. By 19.85,,therVork week dropped to

38 ficitrs and continued at that level to' the end of the century. The

purchasing power of the consumer was not stung enough to supply the

individual with a saidard of liVing substantially in excess of that of the

1470'4.: Personal income tax levels remained 'high. The rate of growth

in ponal Consumption expenditure's decline&Markedly from the post

WorIA,Var II period, reaching about $1080 billion by 1985 analout

$1280 billion by 2000, up from $775 billion in 1972. The percent of

personal consumption ',expenditures spent for food rose slowly from 27

in 1972 ,te 28 in 2000: And dispoiable'personal income/capita which

52:;

was'.: 4233 in 1972 rose to $65801n,1985 and increased to $7170 by .

2000.'Deipite the hope chat the decline in population growth would 'be

economically beneficial, GNP/capita was. only about $7750 by the end

of the century las coinpared to$6300 in 1974. Emphasis was, placed on

income redistribution through taxation, with grivemment enlargement of
,

social services in the form of healthisetvices and education. The constant

search 46F financial security encoUrciged people to work, at more than one

jobiestlecially to provide a hedge against the threat of 'eventual layoffs.

Energy and Materials, Restoration of a balance between 'energy sup-

ply:and demand in the mid- to late1980's kept.the price of fuel to 'a m

Moderate level than had been: the case in the' mid11970's, By 1085'the

.cos03arrel of crude oil (in term of averageiUS. wellhead prices) dropped.

to $12. This IreKd continued and by the.end of the century,. tht price

was $10/barrel:,,, Raw materials were also in short'supply Which'caused

increased prices: The price Or pound of aluminum increased from' just

under 30 cents in the early 1970's to 65 cents in 2000; and 'the price

per long-ton of iron ore increased from $12 in 1972 to $22 in 2000:

Because of the uncertain energy supplies, which continued for the re

mainder of the century, telecommunications,: played an increasingly im-

portant role in all aspects of American life as they Were.,viewed as being

conservative of resources. Telecommunications were. used extensively,

for exchange of business information, for buiiness conferences; for visit-,;

ing with friends, and as a continuous source of leisure time diversion in

the home. By the year 2000, nearly .7 Percent of the 'white-collar ct.'bor,

. force' was able to perform its work largely at home, using terminals to

communicate with central offices. ..The telecommunication network' pro-

vided substantial relief to transportation demands.

Human Resources and Lifestyle. Education continued to .be of, high

value. It was heavily oriented toward.job advancement and job' security,
,

supporting the role of the United States in a "post-industrial" world, and

under the' rationale of limited ,growth. By the 1990's the compromise

between individUal choice and the good of Society was reflected in a

'changed n lifestyle. Much child supervision and schooling-`was car.

29
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vied on by means of telecommunication, This depersonalization pattern :

for, human development was pamlleled , by encouragement of individual

Cultural pursuitswhich led to'''consumption" of the sort that. exerti less

demand on materials and energy resources. As a result the value placed

on travel, both business and pleasure was greatly diminished from that

following World War II, but overall., spending on leisure increased by

.140 percent by 1985 and 164 percent by 2000 from the,1973 level.

(In the period 1950-1973 it increased approximately 34 percent.) Hence,

the 20th century closed with a United States characterized by low growth,

both in an economic and demographic sense. Individual patterns of

consumption were limited by societally accepted constraints in resource

usage. However, many people believed their way of life was the proto-

type for developed countries in'the 21st century.

MR TRANSPOR,ATION

Demand for Transportation and Competing Modes'. 'The limitations

pieced on economic growth by public policy and the concentration of

population, in large urban arias slowed the growth of demand for all

forms of transportation after 1975. Miss transit was encouraged by

government subsidy and intercity rail was impropd in the largest, high-

density corridors, Innovation in transportatioh centered on increasing

the efficiency of existing patterns of transportation through improved

intermodal interface.

Aviation Activity. On the average, revenue passenger miles grew less

than 3 percent annually: Air taxi type service grew at a somewhat

higher rate providing feeder service to major airports, and replaCipg

larger carriers on low-density routes. Average stage lengths 'declined

as flights were consolidated to increase aircraft utilization. Average

trip lengths increased slightly because of new shorthaul rail facilities.

Average load' factors Jose from 54 perciiit"lo 65 percent during this

period as airlines adjusted routes and aircraft to, reduce costs. As a

result of these adjustments, and because of slow replacement 'of the fleet

and of slow introduction of new stretched, aircraft,. the average, aircraft

size only rose from 120 passengers to 137 passengers over the 25-year

period. Average 'airline fares increased by 50 percent, fn real terms,

between 1975 and 2000.. Airlines tried to cut costs by reducing fuel

and labor Costs, but increased costs were a major factor in reducing

the grOwth of demand. Air cargo increased 'at a slow growth rate

averaging 3 perceni, as Cargo shipping costs increased by 50 percent

'between 1975 and 2000. General aviation experienced a 3 percent

growth rate; as both business and pleasure flying became less attractive'

for economic reasons.

30
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Aircraft 'Technology. Innovations in aviation technology emphasized

improved operating economies, particularly in fuel .use. Significantly

different aircraft types were not added to the fleet, but stretched versions

of the existing, narrow-bodied two- and three-engine aircraft were intro-
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Airports, Aircraft operations increased at anannual rate of about 2.5

percent for the mid1970's to the end of the century. Higher growth

rates existed .in the earlier years. Improvements to existing airports

were adequate to meet most of the increased demands.

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

duced. Because of slow demand growth, the air carrier mix changed

slowly and only gradually 'incorporated these improved aircraft. The air

° carrier fleet mix, continued to be dominated by two- and three-engine

narrowbodied vehicles.

'31
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'Air Traffic Control. The Federal Government reduced its investment in

research and development, in air traffic control technology after 1985,

as aviation expansion slowed.. System-wide installation of the upgraded

third gineration air traffic control system was begun in 1985, and it was

the b:ask system in operation for the rest of the century. Aircraft accident

rates and the actual number of accidents declined both for air carriers

and for general aviation. Air .carrier fatalities, however, did not decline

significantly because of larger planes and higher load factors.

5
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The Role of Governmeit, The Federal Government devoted decreasing the other hand, increased its control over` `m. order to,
attention to aviation' and other transportation issues, ecause of budgetary preserve the, economic viability of the air'cairier.ySf,em, ,:,F,ederal

constraints ana higher priorities' given to other economic issues, The', to reduce energy use through high taxe. arid l'ariffi,.O;:Ptioleum had an
Federal Aviation Administration reduced its research and development important impact on the aviation sysion throughout the period.
:role and its .airport funding activities. The Civil Aeronautics Board,, on .

AIR CARRIER FLEET MIX

.

.

1910 1915 1980 1985 199f1...:. ,'

4-ENGINE WIDE BODIED (141.11P0 1% 5% 6% .,6% 59 : p", .:.

4-ENGINE NARROW BOOIED l)01.TYPE) 21% 20% 16% 10 :; .,i/6...

2.3 ENGINE WIDE ROPIER (OC.10 TYPE) 0% 6%' '.5% 10% tia: ' ':' 5i''''.. I. )

2.3 ENGINE' NARROW BODIED (127TYPE) 58% 55% . 53% ..

I

SMA LL SKIRT HAUL (50 PASSENGERS) 106' '12% ' ,,,;10, .1 %...: ,':151i.., :, '1'5%r

SST , , , .
,.,. 4..

41NGINE EXTRA LARGE1140#06516ER 0%. f',.*: OV. ., 56; ..'.01%

JET SJOI. (150 PASSENGERS) 0%' : 1( '0%

;
The air carrier fleet grei from a total of 2,420

aircraft in 1910; to' n,1965, antl1,190 in

2000,
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MUDDLING THROUGH SCENARIO

Despite low growth in Gross National Product, population grew at a

high rate and things went downhill from the 1970's. The United States

never, Seemed to be able to "get it all together," \When it tried to

repair inflation, recession followed; when recession was' the target, infla-

tion accelerated. Muddling Through wa,the norm. Cohesive policies. 3"

which lasted beyond one presidential term were very unusual. The

result, inevitably; wot;frustration. Who watitt: fault?. Industry said

government; government said industry; the ')011iCVaulted and

government and industry claimed the public dick* understand; lite it 2))

corporations were nationalized. Regional authorities were established. ;
For several reasons, the last quarter century was not a repeat of the

depression years of the 1930's'.. In' the latter part of the- century, he

,ption was more urbanized, 'Federal programs liacl;rOucecl unemployMent

;Os, largemale quasi public corporations fUnctio'ned with adequate but

reduced, efficiency. But the 'feeling 'of. depression was inescapable-, This

was the modern depression -and it wad long lasting.

POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES
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.:8qmogrophy: Despite economic', hUrdships and the crowded conditions from the mid1970's. ByNihe year 2000, the percentage of the popula

became charatteristiofaithe cities of the latter part of the century, tion living in the metropolitan areas reached nearly the same level for

-there"' was no downturn in pdPUlation ,grovolh, The population reached most of the.country,,ihough the South remained below 90 .percent and

,.?45.million in 1985 and 297 million by the year 2000, compared with continued to lag.the rest of the country by a few percentage pointi.

208 million In 1972. This came from an increase in birth rate' from the:

level .of the 1960's and early 1970's. The birth rate rose to 2.8

births per woman of childbearina,lage in the early 1980's.. By.the year

2000 the median age was.only :slightly in excess of 30 yearyWith .27

percent of the population under the age of 15. The flow of Peopleback..,:

into the cities exceeded the rate of urban renewal and development.

By the end of the century, 90 percent of the population resided in'.

urbanized oreCis: and signs of crowding were evident in almost every

aspect of urban' life. ,These difficult economic !conditions resulted in a,

decline from expected 'migration,to the Smith and West, and by 2000

these areas showed hardly any:gain in their share of the U.S. population

33
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Economic Cantiitiaa6; The struggle to iiiaintain'a balance between

source supplies';'reioure ,demands, and imPottid resources continued to

have serious econothiimpacts. on doinestiaonoinic behavior. Both the

average wellhedd, price of crude oil in the :United States and the price

of raw Materials increased over the years. Crude oil prices increased

until 1980, when the, government decided to, once again press for

creased use of coal. The price of crude oil 'then decre d lightly,

but in 1985 began to rise again as the threat .ofio reestablish:me of,

the oil embargo by OPEC forced the United Skstb to accept. arbitr ly



increased prices. The price per pound of aluminuM increased from 28

cents in. 197,2 to 75 cents in 2000, and the price, per long-iOn of iron

increased from $12 in 1972 to $25 in 2000.: Government measures to

control wages and prices were atcompanied 11 only small increases in..
relativeRroductivity (as an index to output per man.hOur), GNP was

growing slowly as the end of the.century approached even with the large.i

population increases.: .,In.1972, GNP totaled $1,2 trillion and in 20001

$2.1 trillion., The high cost of energy resulted in high costs 'for fertilizer

and agricultural. opefations.. Agricultural output .ticame marginal' and,

:by the middle of the 1980's, many smaller fannswere abandoned: Tlie

demand fOriobs continued to thwart advances in 'automation.

effort to minimize travel, telectimmuni*ibegan to be used exten,

sively for exchanges of ,,businessi,iirfrObn and conferences. ROI!

disposable,: income, like (SIP, 'showe4.,littlen'grawth, with ,the 'per Capita

level *#'.400 having leached;$64k:!.:Car.iisiared to $4233 -in 10...

SiMi106.,WicaPita exhibited lovi.:.graivtft.'rthis;:4iici ,PersonalAirn

SiniPftciti,e0endihIres reflected 41e small increase diSpOsable personal

income:. The high costs, of fertilizer' had a 'serious impact on the price

'''bfloncl.::ln1972 the percent of PCE spent on food was 22 and in .2000

had inaeased to 31 percent,

?o the services needed In the population; in terms of housing, trans

portation, eduCation and ,se on Though many people held down, more

than one job or worked -longer hours, productiVity .gre slowly,

the government's policies deemphasizing luxuries an, nonproductive

activities, the amount of money the populace spent on leisure d itivities

'increased slowly on a per capita baiis. In fact, the growttriate between

1975 and 2000 averaged only 2.5 percent per year, compared to an

average annual growth rate of 6.4 percent for the preceding 2 years.

Recreational activities tended to be liOnenergy, dependent and low. cost.

The strain on resources, was evident in the lackOf reliability pi funds-

mental services. There were blackouts and brownouts due to shortages

or breakdOWns in electrical generating equipment. There Often' were

delays due to equipment failure in the transportation system, .

Energy and Materials: With the increasing threat of the reestablishment '

of an oil embargo by the OPEC nations, a system of, energY";:and

resource rationing was introduced. Energy ,rationing was instituted prin. ,

. apally 'to support the needs of agriculture and transportation. Environ-

mental constraints were relaxed to enCouragebroader use of coal and

attempts were made to;allocate energy supplies. Conditions continued

to worsen toward the 'end of the century, leading to the nationalization

of the,petroleum,industry in.1990.

Human Resourco and Lifestyle The .percentage of government spend-.

ing for human services increased rapidly (,:s the century progressed, In

1972, the government allocated .53 ,perc'ent of its budget for human'

services, whereas in 2000 the percentage increased to 69 percent, The

. population siensity in the urban. environment increased disproportionately
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' Aiiatian Activity, While overalraviation,activitY declined, some areas',

experienced modest. grovrth. ,Revenue passenger miles increased from

about-7132-million in 1974 to apecik of 170 million in 200,0 before, level-f,YWELL HEAD PRICEDELRUDE OIL (AVERAGE US.)
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king'ina off. Enplaned passengers also grew from 1975 through 2000 by
.

a t, 25 percent.- passenger growth was: accommodated with a

declining number of operations through the use of slightly larger aircraft

on the average, and.significant increase irt oad factors, Fares increased

steadily but increasing 50' percent in Jeal terms from 1975 to

2001 Fare increases were held down by directand indirect government

subsidy ,asWell as 'by reduced service quality.

..Aikiaft Technology, As a 'result of low levels Of research and develop
I

merit and minimal demi:043i new aircraft, changes froni 1975 aircraft

types were Minimal:. The.Major :technological innovations were in fuel

reduction achieved by the..introductian," of rniare efficient jet engines after

1990. Chdnies: eet,.!'filix were 'accomplished more by changes in

',retirement rates than by tiieadcfition otnew.Yehicles, because the fleet

Size. declined. steadily,` '60eiating casts: rose sharply from .'1975 through

.1985 because 'ofincreasect"fuel Costs: and lakes and increased Mainte

...nonce on older aircrat;;After.1985.tosti iicreasectionly at an average;

rate of one,'.perceitt"reflecting.. the change' in operating policies, brought

on by nationalization,

;

Air Traniportation

Demand for Transportation and Competing lodes: Economic hard-

ships and stationary personal income levels combined with, high costs to

stagnate demand for transportation. Because of deteriorating economic

conditions, the Federal Government was forced to take an increasing

role in the management of the transportationgystern. The 'transportation

system which existed in 200 had basically the same structure as that

of the mid1970's.. Nationalization of all public interstate transportation

took place in the mid1990's in an attempt to restore financial stability.

Multistate regional authorities were used to managetransportation systems

to direct intermodal coordination.

Airpoits. Total, aircraft opirations :ot United. States towered airpoiti
,

increased slightly from 57 million in,1974 to 65 million in 1980, but then

declined to 52 :million in 2000. Air, carrier Operation's declined by 10 ,

percent overall while geneial aviation' activity declined by 20 percent.

As a .resuft, of declining activity, the-1975 airport system was more than

adequate to meet demand' ththugh the year 2000., Congestion delays

declined at most airports. In fact,',many, general aviation airports were

closed and converted to nonairporf use,. ,NatiOualization' of the airport
4

system forestalled the closing of many 'smaller` municipally-owned air-

ports and prevented major losses',of tnese, aviation system resources.

Airport finances reached a crisis in the mid-1980's when falling operating

revenues from airport users failed to cover fixed expenses,,built into air-

41
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ports by optimistic expansions in earlier decades. States and muni

cipalities turned to the Federal Government for support, The National

Air Transportation Corporation, already responsible for air carrier opera

tion, took over bankrupt airports and purchased marginal ones. A few

large selfsustaining major hub airports remained in local hands. The

National Air Transportation Corporation was required to eliminate or

1995 2000
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reduce service at airports which could not be made economically viable. s')

As a result, some airports in smaller communities were closed permanently.

Air Traffic Control: Improvements in air .traffic control systems. were

implemented slowly, because of the anticipated low rates of growth in

operations. There was ck selected implementation of the UG3rd that

basically stopped after 1985. Congestion: delays declined because of

decreased traffic volume. Accident rates and the total number of accidents

declined Over the period for the same'reason.

The Iola of ,Government: Through the use of :regulated quqsi.independ-

ent government corporation's modeled after the example of Amtrak. -in

67



the 1970's) the Federal Government acquired the major operating' respon-
sibility for airports and air transportation throughout the United States.
A new independent regulator* agency set service standardsfw all msodes.
To finance the aviation_ system, increased taxes on users were imposed
and taxes Were also increased on fuel use to discoutage consumption.
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AIR CARRIER FLEET MIX

4-ENGINE WIOE.BOOIElf(7:47-TYPE)

4-ENGINE NARROW BODIED (07

2:3 ENGINE WIOE:BOOttO (DC10 TYPE)

2-3 ENGINE NARROWpODIED (727-TYPO

SMALL SHORT HAUL (50PASSENGERS)

SST

4-ENOINE EXTRA LARGE (1000 PASSENGERS)

JET STOL (150 PASSENGERi)

1970 1975. 1980 _1985 1990 - 1995' 2000

1% 5% 6% 6% 5% 5% 4%

27% 22% 20% . 17% ; 12% 851 4%

0% 6% 8% 9% 10%' .11% 12%

58% 55% 51% 52%_ ;56% 59 % -. 64%

14% 12 %- 15% 18%. 17% 17% 16%

0% 0% 0% .O% 0% 0% 0%

0%. 0% 0% 0% 0% 0.% 0%

0% 0% .0W 0 %' 0%. 0%

The air carrier fleet grew from a total of 2.420f-
aircraftin 1970 to 2,670 in 1985 and reduces
to 2,430 in 2000..
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCENARIO i3)

This scenario gives coverage to the middle of the scenario space with

moderate growth of Gross National Product and low population growth,

but claims no higher probability then the other four scenarios. Resources,

particularly energy resources, were in short supply. Groups of nations,

functioning essentially <Is cartels, unilaterally established resource prices

and. continually th'reateried to withhold supply unless consuming nations

met, requirements established by the suppliers. Thioughout the world,

tension builtyand ebbed.' ,The exporting nations remained t.relucant to

repatriate capital in ways which were useful and. productive to. The impod-

ing,nations. Once a poi, one or the other of the cartels would withhold

supplies for a period of,several weeles,sand the importing countries coped
'e

as .best the? could. As supply fluctuated, so, did prices. Inevitably,

the' response was a determined move toward self-sufkiency=to reduce

the demand for critical imports., Political and intellectual energy was

focused on how to grow, given,these resource 'constraints. The answers

were: to develop indigenotis resource's, to allocate stringently, to recycle,

and to plan.

Socioeionomic Conditions

Demography: Population growth in the United, States continued at 1970

levels for the remainder' 6f the century, reaching about 229 million in

1985 and about 250 million by the year 2000. The emphasis that was

placed on the planned allocation of natural resources was carried over

to, improvement of human resources as well. The median age, which

was 28 in, 1970, reached 30 by 1985 and 32 by ,the year 2000. By

-the end Of the century, 80 percent of the population was over the age

d 15. Urban growth was strong as a result of a realization that economic

integration of the city and the suburb, was necessary. At the end of

the.century, 90 percept of the U.S. population, lived in urban areas, cow

paredlo 71 percent in 1970. By the 1990's mass transhystems were

meeting' the needs of high density cities. In the South and the West,

the share of the. national urban population overtook, that of the rest of

the country, and the two regions comprised nearly 55 percent of the,
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total, national metropolitan population by the year 2000. These two

regions had included only 45 percent of the United States metropolitan

population in 1970. Net gains in population due to 'migration occeler

ated the urbanization of the South and, by the. close of the century, all

four major regions of the country had about 90 percent 'of their popula-

tion residing in metropolitan areas, Several megalopoli evolved: one

running.from Boston, Massachusetts to Richmod, Virginia; a second 'in

California, from San Francisco to San Diego; and a third from Milwaukee,

WisconSin through Chicago,' Detroit, and Cleveland and tetminating in

Buffalo, New York. By the year 2000, over 50 percent of all intercity

communication messages and passengers traveled between points within

the confines of the megalopoli as compared with approximately 30 per-

cent in 1965. Within each megalopolis structure there, remained, urbari

concentrations .around the several nuclear cities, In other parts of the

I



country, urban concentration produced large cities of high density which

tended to be well separated from each other,

Econoinic Conditions: During the latter part of the 1970's the economy

was relatively unstable and inflation rates were high. By the endof the

decade legislation, deriving largely from the work of the Resource Alio

cotton Board,, provided for a, government commitment td research and

development of alternative energy sources. At the same time, plans for

mass transportation stressed fuel conservation and effective land use. By

the middle of the 1980's the efforts on research and development and

on construction helped stabilize the economy and a large measure of

national confidence returned. Business, productivity (as an index of out

put per manhour) spurted in the 1980's. equaling' the Most productive

period since World War II. The index in the early 1980's rose by a

factor of 1.3 from the 1971 level, and by the end of century the index

had more than doubled from 1971. Annual GNP which had declined

fora period in the 1970's grew at a rate of 3 percent by the end' the

4.41

century. Disposable income growth grew mod

ing power of thi consumer was slowly strengthen)

themid-190's to the-end of the century, Person

rate y and the purchas

d -anckmaIntained from

(Consumption Expendi.

tures (PCE), spent for food rose minimally from percent in 1972 to

about 25 'percent in 2000. As transportation develOpMent was keyed

to the increased density o urban life, many industries, prodded by

governmInt tax' incentives, returned -to urban areas in search of 'an

adequate supply of laboi. And, as the cities became economically

viable, property taxes arid local income taxes were able to support urban

budgets. Gasoline taxes were used to support development of all phases

of those forms of ground based mass transportation which were shown

to be environmentally attractive and which made efficient use of, energy.

and raw materials, 'And as ground 'based mass transportation attracted

more users, it had less 'need for Federal support at the same time that

automobile usage, which, provided much of that support, was declining.

The price of crude oil in the U.S. began to decline slowly in the early

1980ts due to programs of energy conservation and increasing energy

froni alternative sources., While at tae same, time producers

attempted to keep oil competitive with other forms of energy by reduCing

. 16'
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acs Price. Intercity automobile travel fell' to levels which existed during.;

the'1960's (706.1 billion passenger' miles) and by the end of the century

was.under half a trillion passenger miles per year.
"

Energy and Materials: By the 1990's scientists achieved thebreakeven

experiment in nuclear fusion so that a controlled thermonuclear' reaction

producing a net output,of energy was possible. Though the ultimate

payoff from thermonuilear energy was seen to be great, the century

ended with commercial lipplicatiops still to be realized and energy con-

servation programs were still in force.

4,1

Human Resources and Lifestyle: Government spending for social 'wel

fare increased substantially, from 53 percent of the federal budget in,
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fo;.58-percent by the; end of the century. The length of the work

lined from aboUt 39 hours in the early 1970's to 38,hours

'e 1980's and Was down to about 35 hours by the late 1990's.

ivel costs 'tended to remain relatively high, per capita dis-

nal.income was adequate to meet the costs of publictrans-

orti whose costs were controlled by adjusting subsidy levels for

rraus' modes :fin paitiCular, mass transit systems). But patterns of

byitY
,

tended to be'moe local than they were in the 1970's, as the

vitalized urban center; had a high degree of economic and cultural

Ifsuf ieniy. With .i'both.parents at work and children in school most

1.much Imre time was devoted to bring all age levels/of the

ly*ether iCally. The amount of money that was spent per

1.'.;cipitaf0r., leis° 'ties increased steadily over the years, from $281

:14p,' to $364 i 985, and to $559 in 2000. Thusthe United States

t Ilitend4 helOth, century was able to balance,energy and material
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demands with supplies, largely fostered by the government's encourage.

ment of careful energy usage and the development of successful patterns

of urban life.

Air Transportation
(

,

.DeMand for Transportation and Competing Modes: Rising prices and

shortages of essential resources, particularly fuel, created problems in

all areas of transportation in the later 1970's. Inadequacies in the trans

portation system had threatening feedback effects on all parts of the

economy. Tho gh rising fuel costs for private cars did little to relieve

urban vehicular ongestion, it did at last make, clear the need for public

Mass transit. le need for Federally-sponsored, integrated, multimodal

transportation systems became politically acceptable as a hoped for way

out of.the frustrations which were affecting nearly everyone. As a result

of government action to allocate resources, the 1980's saw far reaching,

changes in transportation: (1) automobiles became smaller, more efficient,

and were relied upon foi relatively short distance travel; (2) intracorridor

high-speed ground transportation was developed for the Northeast, the

coast of California, and in the Midwest; and (3) efficient mass transit

systems were being evolved which helped revitalize urban centers.

Together, these changes provided for a more efficient use of energy and

other raw materials, and improved land use.

,.,

Aviation Activity: Demands for all types of aittransportation grew at

St 4: moderate rate'from 1975 to 2000. Rates of growth were higher in the

first decade and declined in percentage terms toward the end of the

century, reflecting moderate economic growth and the availability of

competitive transportation modes. Compounding these modest rates over

the lfst twenty -five years of the century however, resulted in a significant

40

increase in the size of the air transportation system. Air transport passen-

ger enplanements increased by over one and one-half times, cargo rev&

nue tonmiles grew by 125 percent and general aviation operations

more than doubled. Domestic revenue passenger miles increased from

12 billion in 1975 to over 300 billion in 2000. Shorthaul transport°

ra
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tion however, faced significant competition, from ground modes, ond this ,

was reflected in the increased average stage length of domesticights.

Air cargo tonnage grew at an average annual rate of 3 percent. Most

of the cargo revenue ton-miles continued to be carried in bellies of

passenger transports but allcargo service grew by over two and'onehalf

times in the twenty-five year period. General aviation operations in-

75
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creased from 43 million in.1974 to 105 million in 2000.° Increased busi-

ness 'travel was Icirgely responsible, as rising costs discouraged growth

of pleasure flying. .;

Aircraft Technology: Technologica1 developments in; aviation emphasized

improvements in operating economics, fuel efficieny, and noise reduction..

In addition, new vehicle types were introduced, In the mid.1980's, two-

engine wide-bodied jets became prominent; a new reduced energy

trgsport in a narrow-bodied configuration 'was introdUced in 1990;

1 passenger quiet jet StOl. aircraft began service in the same year; a,

long-range extralarge 'passenger and cargo carrying transport storied

commercial service in 1995. Supersonic transports were not introduced

into domestic U.S. service before 2000 because of environmental and

76
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energy conservation concerns. Improvements in aircraft technoldgy

helped sloW the growth of operating costs. However, increased costs

for labor and capital and higher taxes resulted in an increase in real

operating costs. 6

operations grew frog 13 million to 17 million and general aviati, rrm-

creased from 43 million to 105 milliOrt. To accommodate this ecse

in activity, o mumber of :new regional airports were constructed,

ed from 'military use in the most crowded hubs.. Most of these new

its were introduced into service in the 1990, when sufficient de-

mand improved financing capacity, and, the availability of high-speed

ground links to urban centers combined to make large new airports'

economically attractive. In the period before 1990, capacity Increases

,
Airports: Total aircraft operations at towered United Stciftes airports in-

, creased from 57 Million in 1974 to 125 million in 2000, Air carrier
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The air arrier fleet grew fromlotal of 2,420

aircraft in 1970 to 3,110 in"1985 and 3,540 in

2000.,



were accomplished largely by internal improvements at existing air carrier

airports and the development of new special-purpose general- aviation

airports? which provided sufficient capacity improvements to satisfy the

J growth of aviation activity in this period.

Air Traffic Control: Improvements in air traffic control technology resulted

in reduced congestion and improved safety. The upgraded third genera-

tion air traffic control system, most of which was in place by 1995, in-

creased overall efficiency. Increased automation in air traffic control

systems Continued through the1990's. Wake turbulence detection and re-

duction perfectqd in 1990 allowed reduced aircraft.separations. Through-

out the period the Federal Government followed a ,philosoRht of increased

automation in order to end the rising costs of the air traffic control system.

Despite large, expenditures in researeti and development and major in

vestments in implementation, increased costs continued to be a problem

.

79

for the air traffic control system. The benefits of improved air traffic

control included reduced delays in high traffic density control areas. and

improved safety. Air cairiez accidents and fatality rates declined as a

result of improved peol procedures. Air carrier fatalities, however,

rose because of increased aircraft Size and load factors. General avia-

tion accident rates declined sharply and the number of general aviation

accidents dropped by 25 percent.

The Role oflovemment: The Federal Government increased its re

s sibiilit1 fad the coqrdination and financing of all transportation modes

1146 decades of the century. The Federal Aviation Ad.-

tngte s activities more closely with the other modal

hop : he Department of Transportation and increased its

of research and airport construction, Its activities were supported

by icreases in aviation user charges, including ticket taxes and fuel

excises.,
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INDMDUAL AFFLUENCE 'SCENARIO (4)

low population growth during high economic growth gave each citizen a

larger share. This was -a planned 'United States' Its government was .

centralizedits goale,Oxplicit. Population growth was low and in line

with newly developed energy /and material supplies: The government

policies were anticipatory, not reactive. There was in this world a great

deal of environmental consciousness and regulation; policies were con-

stantly tested to determine whether or not they met the broadest public

II need. cc,

Socioeconomic Conditions

Demography; Efforts to.restrict birth rate held the population to about

229, million by 1985 and to less than 250 million by the end of the cen-

tury. The birth rate was 1.8 live births per woman of childbearing years,

and by the year 2000, approximately 80 percent of the population was

over the age of 15, compared to about 74 percent in, 1974. The threat

ofIdecay which the core cities faced in the 1970's was removed through

a successful policy of apportioning both Federal and state aid to cities.

This aid was justified in part on their daytime population increase; serve

'rig as a measure of importance of the city to the surrounding community.

This policy encouraged suburbs to yield to annexation pressures from the

'cities.' For the administration and development of specific functions (e.g.;

transpgrtatn), metro governments were often formed which had the

powertolevy taxes onboth income and property in their areas, The

stabilization Of population growth did not alter the rate of urbanization

of the population. The South and West continued to have the largest

urban growth rates and, by the close of the century, these two regions

contained half of the U.S. population and also accounted for 50 percent

of the total flotilla' metropolitan
population, compared to 45 percent in

1970. By 2000, nearly 90 percent of the population resided in metro-

politan areas, as compared with 71 percent in 1970, and suburbs which

immediately, surrounded central city tended to develop in tight rings, .

Four large corridors and several smaller ones formed. These were

Boston to Richmond, Buffalo to Milwaukee, San Francisco to San Diego,

.
1
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DallasHouston-Stin Antonio, Seattle to Portland, NPv ral to, Albany,

PhiladelphiaHarrisburg-Pittsburgh, Miami to Jacksonville and Orlando to

St. Petersburg.

A

Econonic Conditions: The fusation during the nfid19714's over, the

inability to solve simultaneous, inflation and receso Wos aft\uteci, in

part, to the lack of at'iequate cod,to inetiecl4e pelicii)forrtrion

and execution on the part of the governt.704 TV governeno sought to

remedy this situation and planning was key to its activity. .NP grew

rapidly with the advent of
new technological, developments that solved

energy supply problems. IL 1972, GNP 'totaled $1.2 trillion and by the

close of the century had increased to $4.1 trillion. Business productivity

fas an index'of output per man-hour) grew to an unprecedented high

by tbe.yein, 2000 and allowed marked increase in personal affluence,
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In the areas of transportation, communicatimt, and housing, the Federal

Government played an active role by guaranteeing construction loans to

secure necessary capital ?motion" Disposable personal income per capita

and GNP per capita alrio showe,lienomenal growth. Disposablippr-

sonal income per capita rose fr' .$4 3 in .1972 to $15,700 in ,!000,

and GNP per capita climbed fro 00 in 1972 to $16,501 in 2000.
,

Personal consumption expenditureulsO reflected, the tremendous growth

in societal wealth,, In, 1972 personal consumption expenditures for

entire nation totaled $775 billion and by the end of thf century had

increased to $2800 billion. Also,, the kngth of the pork week was re-

duced, so that by tiCeyear 2000 itzds approximately 36 hours per reek.

compared to 39 hours in 1972. Vacations for many workers lengthened

to nearly 2 months per year,,, Perhaps the most:lovel change, in American

life the view that the low density }'urban populdtions 'which clustered

16
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about nuclear cities were responsible for the economic viability of the ,;

city, The equalization of the tax structure, so that the suburbs gave, pro-

portional support to the cities which could then provide adequate trans-

portaflon and other social services, reversed the trend toward demographic

decentralization. The health of the cities encouraged the return of in-

'.dustry, and the cities once again became the centers of economic and

cultural development. Urban cores were accessible by mass transit, and

travel into the city for work and. pleasure gave empha!is to the con-

tinuing need for vital urban life.

Energy and Materials; Technology: had begun to.exploit new energy
,

resources and advancect.engineering Techniques w4 developed for sub-

stituting a wide range of industrial materials.which were in'shbt supply.,

As a result, the price of crude oil started'to decline in the late '1970's.

The pric,e per pound of aluminum and the price per longton of iron ore

increased slowly until the end of the century. The decline in popula"

tion growth, which occurred in the early 1970's, aided in bringing about.

a balance b4tween supplies and demands. Government,policies were

directed toward spurring indigenous energy sources which could' support,',

,a highly. automated capital intensive industry and .acceptable Conservatiop:

. , .

measures.

Human Resources and Lifestyle: Education became prized as a tultural

asset and was not necessarily connected with career ach0ancement. The

level of median education climbed from 12.2 years of schooling in 1972',

to 15.1 years in, 2000, This high level of education was also made

possible 'by industhl funding, of general education for its employees, by .

`major portions of the work corce taking-educotional sabbaticals' ald,:by

the increased amount of leisure time due to .reduction' of the work wieek...'

wly the start of the 21st century, technological advances and the control

of population growth allowed for productivity levels which resulted 'ran

ever expanding' range of individual material, benefits. Spending on'lei-

'sure activities rose from $249 per capita 111'973 to $510 in 1985 and

to $840 in 2000, and more money coul spent on luxuries and cultural

pursuits. These heavy expenditures wet! accompanied by moderate in-
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OA! ar4as, and. by the year 2000, electrically powered vehicles

vsed by people living in high-density urban areas. In

iir151 d extensive'2,e ,s,. mass transit was developed. In the several

:2:large corridors high-speed ground transportation was developed

to' Conf;e a with aviation in shorthaul markets. '
1

kiition,Ptc0,1:ty: Domestic rettue pasSengefmiles grew at an .average

'i,;:rctt ofler.5 percent annually from+ thelate 1970's until the turn of the

cen ry.,,OOrations did not keep Ice with this growth rate because

of 'welling aircraft size, longer average trip, length, and rising load

'O'fattors, Trilp 'lengths increased because of ground` competition with

:,..shoO-hab1 air tratsportation. And load factors were kept high by govern.

:..me regulation .tojmprove' economics and..reduce environmental impacts-..-7
.

nger fares rose slowly through 1990 and then declined through the

of the century, yielding an average. annual cost increase Of less than

gorcent over the entire period. Fares were kept down by improvedt40 t !

)6nology and by regulatory action to improve operating efficiency.

Consistent with the increasing scope of government planning and control,

federal regulatory policy began to control routes and schedules more

itiktly after 1985. By eliminating competing flights between city pairs

k k at close time intervals and by the use df larger air;raft and the encourage.
,. `4 ' ment of ,higher load factors,. costs to passengers were reduced while

.
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creates.in necessities, such aifoot in eabiolute'sense; .B0410 pe:', airline profits, distributed on a podl basis, reTained high. Air cargo
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I . ', -co of p rsonal,' ensumptiori exPAditures for food dropp 22.,-'' tonnage incredsed at akannual rate of 9 percent, resulting in an seven-$, ,

..1 .
percen 19 bout 20 pe1404n, '2000. '' :' fold increase in cargo shipped over 25 years. All-cargo flights increased. s I, , i

' . ., :I. .. dramatically in this period, because of high economic growth and strict
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/ in b6ines ivityftnd personal ,income greatly ;sfrniiilated demand for

transprta . Demand gro was temperltd sontewhat, hole*, by

itrends,in. fifes* created by environmental censcikusnm. 'Dem)* for
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control of the number of passenger flights. Nevertheless, two-thirds of

to cargo was shipped on 'Passenger flights. General aviation opera-

tions grew,at an annual rate of 5 percent, with somewhat lower growth

rates in the 1990's. General &fiction demand was spurred by increased

business activity, a large growth in a. affluent individuals with leisure
,

time, and the availability of convenient airports. Growth was retarded,

however, by, increased 'costs of operation resulting from higher user

charges and increased equipment requirements and in the case of pleasure,

flying, by the lack of airport capacity and by increased competition

. from, alternative leisure activities.
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In the same year, 150 passenger jet STOIAircraft begs to. compete

With conventional aircraft and high-speed rail for shorthaul passengers.

Improvements in aircraft technology hel6ed reverse the rise in operating

costs for aircraft by 1985. In the last decade ,of the century, direct

operating costs declined. The average size of aircraft in the air carrier

'fleet increased from 120 seats pd aircraft in 1970 to 160 in 2000.

1965 1910 1915. 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

.

Aircra*TechnOlogy:A vpriety oPnel. aircraft models were introduced Airports: Total aircraft operations in the United States tripled between
.

into the 'air carrier between 75 and,2000. In addition, incre 1975 and 2000. Air carrier operations doubled to 25 million annually,

Inental improve'rnents in 1 xisting aircraft typk rovided increased capacity, and general aviation operations increased by 225 percent to over 150

and operating efficiency, and rediked ronmental impacts. New million annually. After exhausting all noncapital options it became

aircraft introduced Secluded txtra trap its for passenger service apparent that to accommodate the increasing traffic, a major restructur-

,4 long-haul, highdensity markets for air cario, beginning in 1990. ing of the national airRort system was necessary after 1985. Several
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large regional airports were builOO serve; major hubs, and existing

facilities were largely converted to feeder service and general aviation.

Additional feeder airports' were constcted, #o accommodate growing,

demand in metropolitan areas for air taki Service to' (Ang4taul' airports,

for shorthaul trips, and for general aviation aCtivity. New airports were

designe0o:, include all possible noise-impacted areas within their bound-

' pries, Aavance land banking made 'if possible to assemble these large

Air. Traffic 'Control': majOrimproven;ents in, air traffic control were re

quiredt to meet rapidly rising demand. Upgraded third generation' air

traffic control was introduced in 1980 A fullymputomated fourth gener

ation system was installed beginning in 1990, contralkof wake turbulence

Allowed reduced separation' standar& which-contributed, along withnevi

airports, to the elimination of major congestion delay problems after

8

.?;. .

1985, The cost of develbpment and irnpleMentation'af improved 'air

traffic control technologies were higk,for the Federal Government and

for system users. All aircraft operators were required to make increas

ingly large investments in avionics in order to enter most parts of the

alrspace, but' due to the strong economic situation there was minimum

effect on growth of aviation. '
I

The Role of Government: The Federal Government exercised a high level

of control in, the planning, deolopment, and operation of the aviation

system. Although transportation planning was done on a Multi-modal,

regional basis, and financed by a single transportation trust fund which

supported all modes, aviation continued to receive,ample funds to finance .

its growth. The administration of the air traffic control system required,

increased funding,' but staffing increases were minimized-by .high. levels

of 'automation.
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SMALL SHORT RAUL 150 PASSENGERS) 14% 12% 15% 16% 14% 13% h.
SST, . ., 0 %' 0% \

"

0% 0% .., 0% 0% 0%

41NGINE,EXTRA LARGE (1000 PASSENGERS.)
, ..0%. 0%. 0% 0%' 1% 2% 3%

'JET STOL (150,PASSENGERS) . 0% ; 0% ?I) 0% .2% 3% 5%

The air urrier fleet grew from a total of x,420

aircraft in .1910 to 3,41 in 1985 and 5,860 in

2000.
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EXPANSIVE GROWTH SCENARIO (5)

.

This scenario incorporatetehigh growth: in both Gross NationkfrOCItict

and population. The United' States confronted the problems. which in

biteci its '.development-attacked them vigorouslyand ;solved' theni,

ith the pia "American Siiirit.." The .nation,. found it posibli fo create:

triages, of what might be and then to put intotplace policie3 to achieve

end: Technology still worked) and the means of achieving

. technological. 'solutions were .thraugh free. eterprise: ,, 'priiate .f

sector 'grew' in vitality,, the pubfk sedOrgovernment7reiduced its rela-

tivi size and prOPtmsity, to intervene and control The emphasis was on.
200

.

On corporate' achieVement.
.

0

. Socioeconomic 'Conditions

'Demography:. The technologiccil advances that resolved the resource .

availability problem, stimulated economic growth and created foiward

looking national Both the,optimism of the economic outlook and"

, the' national mood of vitality had a, somewhat accelerating effect on

.family formation and birth rate. In 1985, the population reached nearly

'245 million and by the year 2000, it just exceeded 297 million, as com-

pared with 208 ,million in .1972. Birth rate returned to a' level of about

2.8. births', per Woman :.of childbearing. age: AbQut 74. percent of the

population was over the -age of '15 by the Year 2000, about the.same

ratio as in 1974.. The median age was just:under 3Q years.. Th4 tend-

ency to decentralize prevented the population in the urban centers from

completely dominatikg the suburbs, which continued to .grow.,

2000,sabotiti85 percent of the, Population resided in metropOlitan.arecl,,

,compared to aboill..percent in 1970. By 2000,, the South and West,

compared with 45' percent in 1P70. 'Various urban/suburban continuous

. ;corridors cou be identified quite clearly by the :1980's. The largec'or-

inclUde the, North' ,Easf,, corridor from,Boston to Richmond, the

eat lakes,co$idor from Buffalo to Illwaukee, the West rcorridorfrom

an Freciscb to Son Diego, and thel,Texas' corridor including Dallas,.

V

9

,

which now compised over 50 percent of the U.S. population, still call

tained. less than' orthalf the total national' 'metropolitan popul;tion,

4.
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Houston, and .San
.

Antonio. Sorne of the smaller 'Corridors included.

Seattle-Portland, New York-Albany, Philaderphia-Harrisbbrg-Pittsburgh,"''
.

Florida'and a o corridor which ran from Jacksonville. to Miami.

Economic Conditions: The ability to resolve conflicts:between resource

supplies and demand through' echnological 6dvices, stimulated economic

growth: And the problems of availability of crude oilioncl raw materials

were largely overcome. While tIle Federal Government subsidized 're-

search and' developrnent, 'providing the stimulus for the, growing tech-

^ notogies, it gave relatively free rein to industrictlicpansion; a

result of these events, GNP grew rppidly and, by the 990's,.was'increai-

ing,at a Ate, greater than 5cit,eccent.'Pei year. .1n.'1272 GNP, totalled

is
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$1.2 trillion and by the year 2000 rose to $4.3 trillion. Real disposable

income accelerated at rates parallel. to GNP growth, and per capita

disposable personsal income increased rapidly from $4233' in 1972 to

about $7630.in 1985 and about $12,900 in the yec;r 2000. Accompany

ing, this trend, GNP/capita jumped froml$5800 in 1972 to $14,000 in

2000, a growth of 4 percent per year at the close of the century. In-

dustrial decentralization tended to keep the populatiOn relatively dis-

persed. And as patterns of decentralization were. more

industrial production was located close, to supply renters for needed

materials. The vigor of the economy and the emphasis on mobility, which

allowed individuals to move frequently in order to maxirnizeiheir oppor.

tunities, resulted in relatively low levels of unemployment. The achieve

ment of high technical productivity allowed industry to accept a 38-hour

work wee) by 1985, along with monthlong vacations and a host of

ancillary employee benefits ranging frog 'health care to subsidies for

RISPOSABLEPERSONAL INCOME PER CAPITA .

0

et

LL

0

0

0

11

Is

11

advanced .education, Personal consumption expenditures, which were

$775 billion in the early 1970's, rose to about $1330 billion in 1985

and to about $2720 billion by 2000, and shifts in spending occurred.

For example, while the percentage of personal consumption expenditures

on food declined from 22 in #1972 to about 21 in 2000, this represented

a substantial increase, because of the absolute growth of personal con-

sumption expenditures.

ihergy and Materials: 'Prices of raw materials did not escalate drasti-

cally, largely due to the availability of, energy at reasonable costs.' The

price per pound of aluminum and the price per long-ton of iron ore

increased slig over the years. High levels of domestic 'mobility resulted

in high dema in the transportation sector. The price of crude oil

decreased from 4, late 1970's, to 2000 due to various technological'

developments. InNie late 1970's the average wellhead price of a bairel

of crude oil was ar $11, and this increased slightly; then started to

fall as alternative d

influence energy prices.

oil d $7 barrel.

is energy, sources increasingly were able to

e close of the 20th century saw the price of

Hunian Resources and 'Lifestyle: Education was considered to be of

high value. Many employees took educational sabbaticals under,com

pony and government sponsorship and the median level' of education of

the population'rose steadily. By the end of fhe century the United States

showed little anxiety about population growth. Through the advance Of

technology, society was able to satisfy its needs and to.cievetop in an

'almost uninhibited fashion.. Population density was held down by,pat-

terns of decentralization and people were able to maintain a high degree

of community. identity.. With increasing abundance of domestic energy

supplies, the'end of the century found a population free to move through-

out local,,national and internationalareas. Recreational pursuits were

not inhibited by energy limitations. The funds spent, on leisure activities

increased fobstantially over the years with' per capita expenditures in-
1055 1111 1115 1111 1115 1110' 115 1111 1911 1000 creasing from about $250 in 1973 to about $470 in 1985 and about

$680 in 2000. The relatively high dispersal of population followed the

93 e.,
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trend toward indusirialdecentralization along corridors. New towns and

Cities were established as the population spread out across the country,

and new urban-suburban corridors formed almost naturally. While '

urban centers provided some focus' for esdhomic and cultural activities,

by the end of the century, point -to-poinftravel patterns in the low den-

, sity suburbs were. dominant. By the 1990's, new communities could

locate without any serious energy induced limitations, due in part,4to the

'ability to economically tap geothermal and solar energy sources.

Air Transportation,

Demands for Transportation and Competing Modes: Increased de-

mand for all modes of transportation resulted from expansive growth ok

95

business activity, leisure time and income: A high emphasis Was placed

on mobility at the local, national and international level. Private vehicles,

in the form of the automobile and personal aircraft, were popular

because of the independence they offered. The highway system was

extensively expanded. Mass transportaticln for ra-urban transit did

not grow sufficiently to 'offset a continued gro h. in private vehicles,

because decentralization of industry 'and commerce ;continued to make

the automobile necessary. In the urbanized corridors located in the

densely populated Northeast, Midwest, and Far West regions, high speed

ground transportation was functioning competitively by the mid-1980's.

The aviation system remained the prhary means for long distance travel,

while short distance travel tended to be split between the aviation system

and high speed ground transportation. The vigorous growth of these

many transportation modes created. complex pfoblems of intermodal

transfers. Coordination of different modes was hindered by competitive

factors.

ob,

Axiation Activity: The air transportation system faced increasing demand

for passenger service in long- and short-haul markets, general cviation,

and air cargo throughout the period 1975 to 2000. Passenger traffic

increased strongly, with domestic revenue passenger-miles increasing over

250 percent from 1975 to 2000, an average annual growth rate of over

6 percent. Short-haul .air travel, which grew at an average, annual, rate

of .8 percent, was spurred by the development of the STol. airport system

in the 1990's.and by the relatively sibw improvement of high speed rail

inter-city ground transportation, hindered by a slowing of public invest..

ment. A laissez faire attitude toward the regulation of air'carriers led

to a, proliferation of Types and levels 'of service for travelers. In general,

service types split into two' main categories: high-cost, regularly scheduled,

high-frequency, low. load factor service attracting time-conscious business

travelers, and .(Ow-cost, irregularly !scheduled charter-type service for

pleasure. travelers. Air cargo increased at :an average rate of 12 per-

cent during 1975 to 2000, spurred by rapidly 'growing domestic and

foreign trade, particularly in high technology products and perishable

foods. Most of this cargo growth was accommodated in the bellies of

passenger-carrying aircraft, but all-eargp activity experienced a suf-

hi,V1
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ficiently rapid growth to spur the development of all-cargo airports in,

the 1990's. General aviation experienced an average 7sercent growth

because of increasing private business travel, and to a somewhat lesser

extent, increased pleasure travel by an affluent and .growing population.
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Aircraft fichnology: In the period 1975 to 2000, changes in aviation

technology led, to many significant improvements in aircraft. In general,

aircraft, exhibited Significantly, improved fuel efficiency and reduced noise

levels. .New'aircraft types developed during this period included ad

, winced supersonic transports introduced in 1990, 150passenger jet

STOL's in 1985, and a very largeT1000-passenger) jumbo jet for .pds-

sengers and cargo in 1985. In addition'to these new, air carrier aircraft,

new business Wand general aviation turboprop and propeller- driven

aircraft were introduced after 1985. The air carrier fleet mix continued

to be dominated by types of aircraft similar to those in service before

1975 (two- and three-engine'narrowbodied jets). Throughout this period

new aircraft types were being introduced i,tasepelineVi and emerging

markets, with the result that by the year e20009ny'More different air-
:
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craft types were in' use than in 1975' The 'successful new vehicles in the 1980's and 1990' hiajori oew airports were completed after 1985

eluded the jet ST0i, which began to dominate shorhatil, intercity ,in 'several of the large hub's. NeW airports, iete also built in several of

transportatiOniit tote 1990'i the,extra:large jumbo, which was used as the medium and sloall,.hub. cities: These new airports were made,aos...

a charter type aircraft for mass, lanitange, low cast air travel, as well sible by changes in putc attitudes toward airports, by airpor,,t planning

,.;,'' as for and the SST, which served the Jimited, but lucrative, high to iiduCe environmental impacts,. by controlling land. use around airports,
" I 4 4 . .
4'1 ispeed, ti§idore interntitionat market. . , 1 :,a., , 'and bki significantly improved airport access systems which cillowed loco- .

, 0, . ,,, . ;
t . I'. , . Lion of airports at greater distances from urban centers. STOL airports' , . , ,, or ,

,AirPorts.., Jo aecoMmodatelhe steadily. 'increasing: level of aviation iri`brbari centers proliferated during the 1990's; and local airports for

(, act ivity, major ty.pansion &the national airport system was' requited in ,'. feeder and commenter service as' well as,speciid-purpose general aviation
.
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'

10 %. 10i6 10%

. 1 (
4EN011EINARflOW 6001E0 1707TYPEI 21% ' ,22% 20% 10%

,

3% 0 . 0 %'

' ,2-3 ENGINpil4 BODIED IDC-10 TYPE). ', '0% 6% '9%: 1296. , 15% 1796 20%,.:

2iNGINE NARROW 8001E0 (727TYPE) 5846 4. 55% ,51.2% '51%. . 49% r 46.5% '4196

.

"SliA1.1. SHORTilAU L (50 PASSENGERS) 14% 12%' 12 5% '13% 11%. .9%

:SST' 7 0% 0% ' '.5% % ,, ,.2% 2.5% . 3 %.

' 4.ENG DIE EXTRA LARGE 111000 PASSENGERS) 0% 6%. 0% 1% :2% 3% 4%

JET STOL (150 PASSENGERS) :' . 0% Oi 0% ' 1%, 8%; 10% 13%

99

.1

The air carrier fleet Iry from a total of 2,420.,

aircraft in 1910 to 3,890 in 1985 and 7,670 in ,
2000,
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airports increased in number. .Existing airports were re'configurecno

increase their capacity for handling aircraft. Technological advances,

such as control of wake vortices and improved air traffic control and land- ,

ing systems permitted reduction in, runway separation, leading to signifi-

cant increases in airside capacity at. existing airports by 1990. Airport

congestion continued to 'be a significant problem at, many airports; as

increases in demand overwhelmed capacity improvements resulting fromr
new capital investments and upgraded air. traffic: control. ,Airports used

variable landing fees to shift cost:conscious traffic to less crowded periods.

Air Traffic Control: The rapid growth in aviation activity" in:this period.

necessitated accelerated improvement .of the air 'traffic control system.

Installs-Alan of the UG3RD was completed in the mid-80's and an air-

bgrne version of the 4th generation ATC system wasin place in the 91:1's.

Technological innovations emphasIzed increased flexibility for the pilot.

These innovations shifted the focus of control from the ground to the air.

Reduced aircraft, spacing ,required special emphasis on the development

of advanced collision avoidance systems and inertial navigatii. On

c. an economic level, the increased automation implicit irr thii system re-

duced ground -based labor costs; although it general, the air traffic

control system" found its costs steadily rising because of the increasing.

sophistication of the equipment required on controlled aircraft. Because

of increasing demands on the Federal budget, the government began

to look for Ways to redude its activity., In 1980,the Federal Government

101

turned over operation of the air traffic control system to, an independent

quasi-governriental authority, the National Air Traffic Control Corporation.
This COMSAT-like organization increased efficiency but found it 'difficult
to control the increasing cast' of air. traffic :control. The .users, of the
system, grew. restless over rising ATC charges. As a result, the liATCC

gradually. shifted moreandmore of fhe burden of contralto the individual
pilot yho could choose to invest in lower Iriels of avionics and fly only
in 'segregated airspace. Accident rates Were in fact declining rapidly,

cithough the overall. number Of accidents, both for air carriers and general

aviation remained higher than pre-1975 levels,

1

The. Rote of Govelont: the Shift of goverenrnental policy to de-
regulation and the encouragement ofi, industrial initiative which tiros,"
during this period, led to radical. changes in 'the structure and financing

of .Federal aviation activities. The Federal Aviation 'Administration, re-
lieved of its responsibility in airport planning and financing, as well as

its operational role in oii traffic, control, concentrated on its continued
responsibilities in safety regtilation and in research and development.

Aviation'taxes were significantly reduced with the abolition of,all trans-
portatiot) trust funds. The' passenger ticket tax was reduced from 8 per-

cent 'to 2' percent, which still provided a surplus for general revenues.

Charges for air traffic ,control services were directly levied by the quasi
public air traffic control corporation, and airports significantly increased

landing fees, which became their principal source olincome..

54
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APPIPACH

A. Phase 1.Vorid flOs

The 'use Of future 'world scenarios as a policy development tool in the

Federal Aviation Administration is basedon one central assumption. The

assumption is that of interrelationship. .In the past air transportation and

the National Aviation System INAS) have grown ,as a function of the

appearance of new technology. This study assumes that this relation-:

ship will continue but that the socioeconomic conditions of the world

environment will* influence the form etd characteristics of the future

'NAS. To illustrate this notion,of interrelationship with a simple example,

we might expect that a futute increase in individuOl affluence wotld

result in an increased propensity to travel, which would increase air travel

and eventually the demand for service from the FAA navigation, informa:

tion, end control facilities.

The approach to the development of the several world scenarios moved

from this basic notion and began by identifying' these relationships. First,

the National Ayiation System. itself was defined' by `suitable quantifiable

descriptors. Termed the key WAS variables, the descriptors indude such

system characteristics as' aviation operations, 4tage lengths,: enplaned

passengers, FAA employees, trust fund revenues, business productivity,

and others.
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Next the study identified thOse socioeconomic variables that .bear the

closest relatiOnshio to conditions: n the National Aviation System. In-

cluded in this category are such indicators &population, GNP per capita;

wellhead priFe of crude ,oil, price of ferrous and nonfe:rous metal and

other factors. ?be variations of'GNP and population among the scenarios

are shown below and the relationships between the NAS and the socio-

economic ,variables are summarized on the following page.
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DriERAI OF SCENARIO SPACE
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Having' identified the major relationships, the next step was to establish

the "scenario space;" that is, a family of alternative futures that differ

as a result of the initial conditions, and cover a plausible range of future

crditions. To achieve this range, Gross National Product and popula- ,

tidn were assumed to have high iind low 'growth rates in the resulting

combination of four scenarios covering the scenario space.
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NAS VARIABLES
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POPULATION SIZE

POPULATION OVER 15

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

DISPOSABLE PERSONAL

PERSONAL CONSUMPTION

LEISURE TIME (average

UNE MENT ',- .

. MATERIALS COST ffctrous,

,BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY

... CRUDE OIL PRICES

I

IRNATIONAL

TR

.ONMENTAL EXPENDITURES

MEDIAN EDUCATION

1
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EXPENDITURE
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RELATIONSHIPS OF KEY.:.:

SOCIOECONOMIC VARIABLES

AND NAS VARIABLES

This table depicts the linkage that was considered

to 'exist between the aviation variablesand the

socioeconomic variables, The X's represeq direct

linkage and the O's indicate, en indirect linkage

between these variables. For instance, d 'Stilt that

GNP has basially no effect on direct and indirect

operations costs, but has a direct impact on en..

planements, cargo tonnage ar4 general aviation

operations.
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B. Judgmental Derivation

e world scenaresel the scene for description of the NAS, and the

world descriptors within each scenario are used to calculate NAS

parameter values. Certain important factors such as FAA policies, air

transportation network structur,e, and competition froth other modes are

specified qualitatively with the aid of the world scenarios to provide both

background and input for, calculating NAS,parameters. Then a set of

key. NAS variables is projected for each scenario using adjusted historic

average annual' rates of increase. The world descriptors are essential

to adjustment of the projected historic trends of each variable. The key

variables are direct and indirect operating 'costs, domestic and.intema-

time! enplaned passengers, air taxi enplanements, domestic and inter-

'national, cargo tonnage, and general aviation operations.

.

Then the forecasted values of the key NAS variabls, the; world descriptor

values and historic data form the basis for projectiig the values of

internal aviation system variables. The variable parameters are average

stage length, average seats per aircraft, average load factor, average

utilization rates, and'aircraft,speed.

- .

'The final step is calculation of revenue passenger miles, aircraft opera-

lions, commercial miles flown, air carrier, fleet mix and size, 'domestic

cargo revenue ton mi genefatmiation aircraft. miles, fuel consump-

tion, FAA employees trust fund revenues, air carrier fatalities and

accidents, general aviation accidents, total system, noise and pollution,

as well as congestion, pollution and noise at selected airports. This is

accomplished with the' aid of a series of submodels, or algorithms.,

Co Check for Consistency

The entire process repeated until internal consistency is achieved. The ,

credibility of the results :depends upon careful documentation of and

factual, basis for the applied judgment.

As a check on the validity of the forecasts using the judgmental approach,

selected NAS variables are forecast with the aid of b. computerized feed-

back model. The model forecasts air carrier fleet size, *tenements,

load factor, revenue passenger miles, available seat miles; air carrier op-

erating costs, air carrier operations, 'general aviation miles flown; and

general aviation operationi. A separate Side model provide's the neces7

sary aircraft characteristic inputs' to the mairimodel..

This forecasting approach proceeds as,follows:

a. An initial regression equation projects total intercity, passenger,

miles in all modes as a function of the scenario world descriptors, popula-

tion and GNP per capita for each scenario.

b. kdjusted intercity passenger miles are then apportioned in four

travel categories, short-haul, long-haul, business and pleasure.

c. The adjustel intercity passenger miles -figure for each travel'

cptegory is then split among the air, auto, rail and bus modes on the

basis of the cost:time, flexibility, comfort and convenience of the modes'

for the travel categories. 4

d. The resultant long-haul and short-haul air passenger miles

then become determinants of air carrier size.

e. The above steps provide the necessary inputs for the SpecifK

forecast calculatio,ns..

The following' flow diagram schematically depicts the process followed in

developing altd utilizing the alternative aviation scenarios discussed

herein.
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NAS SOCIO DERIVE, DEVELOP ANALYSIS

PARAMETER ECONOMIC NAS NAS +

SELECTION SCENARIOS INDICATORS % SCENARIOS ANTICIPATORY:

POLICY

DEVELOPMENT'
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